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Co-evolutionary Building Design Simulation for Structural Optimization with Facade Openings 

Th.Y. (Thijs) de Goede 

Abstract 

This paper presents two alternative procedures for structural optimization via simulation of a co-evolutionary 
design process of a conceptual building spatial design. This simulation method applies structural optimization 
using automated building spatial design modifications that delete the worst-performing spaces and scale and 
subdivide the best-performing spaces. Structural performance of a building spatial design is expressed by its total 
sum of strain energy. Both procedures generate building spatial design representations with facade openings: one 
procedure reassigns a pattern of facade openings every simulation cycle, while the other procedure initializes 
facade openings only once and applies inheritance of these facade openings during the simulation. A parameter 
study is performed to study the effects of both procedures on the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process. 
The results of this parameter study show that the type of facade opening pattern influences the minimization of 
total strain energy during a building spatial design optimization. Namely, deterministic vertical patterns with a low 
facade opening ratio lead to larger reduction of the number of stories and therefore minimizes the total strain 
energy compared to those with higher ratios. Moreover, reassignment of facade opening patterns allows facade 
opening ratios to be constrained by a user-defined value during the simulation, whereas the inheritance of facade 
openings decreases openness of facades. Furthermore, the inheritance of facade openings generates substantially 
more unrealistic building spatial designs with floating spaces. Therefore, the reassignment of facade opening 
patterns is recommended for further research into development and optimization of conceptual building spatial 
designs. 

Keywords: Building optimization; Co-evolutionary design; Structural design; Facades  

1. Introduction 

State-of-the-art tools for multi-disciplinary building optimization mainly focus on advanced methods for a 
predefined Building Spatial Design (BSD). A BSD is defined by the layout and dimensioning of spaces that 
together form a building (Figure 1). Predefining a BSD provides insight into project-specific relationships from 
which project-relevant trade-offs follow. However, predefined BSDs might exclude optimal solutions, limiting the 
potential of these multi-disciplinary tools for general building optimization. As a starting point of this paper, it is 
assumed that allowing a BSD to modify beyond initial design constraints during an optimization process can 
increase its potential. The simulation of a co-evolutionary design process of a conceptual BSD allows for these 
modifications (further introduced in Subsection 1.1). Boonstra, Van der Blom, Hofmeyer, Emmerich, Van 
Schijndel, & De Wilde (2018) developed the Building Spatial Optimization Toolbox (BSO Toolbox; further 
introduced in Subsection 1.2) for this type of conceptual research. 

Previously, the BSO Toolbox represented a BSD only by its layout and dimensioning. In this paper, the 
BSD representation in the BSO Toolbox is enriched with facade openings, which are considered as a key 
characteristic of a BSD influencing the design process already in the conceptual stages of the building design 
development (further introduced in Subsection 1.3). Considering facade openings during the simulation of a co-
evolutionary design process can accordingly lead to an optimization method that more realistically represents 
design processes; thus, yields higher performance. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to study the effects of facade 
openings on structural optimization via the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process of a BSD. For this 
purpose, a method is proposed to incorporate facade openings in (1) the representation of the BSD and in (2) the 
modification rules that are used for this simulation. A parameter study is presented to identify parameter 
configurations that enables BSD optimization via the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process of a BSD 
with facade openings. Another effect that is studied focuses on the influence of facade openings as a design 
constraint for BSD optimization. Users of the BSO Toolbox may benefit from these constraints because it can help 
them influencing the BSD modifications in an automated manner. 

1.1. Co-evolutionary Optimization 

Maher (2000) developed a concept that implements a change in the role of tools for BSD optimization. The 
concept rests on the notion that development of a BSD is characterized by objectives and constraints that are often 
not defined in advance and evolve over time. Therefore, Maher (2000) approaches optimization as the co-evolution 
of BSD, where design requirements are reconsidered when design solutions are suggested. Co-evolution is 
observed in nature when two or more species strongly interact and as a result their evolutionary fitness depends 
upon each other (Hillis, 1990). Tools that provide simultaneous investigation of design requirements and solutions 
are used to enable co-evolutionary optimization. For this purpose, Maher (2000) distinguishes two so-called 
“design search spaces”.  
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Figure 1. Building Spatial Design (BSD) of a typical low-rise apartment building. A BSD is defined by the layout and 
dimensioning of spaces that together form a building. It should be noted that a BSD is a conceptual representation of a building 
and therefore relates to conceptual building design development. 

 
Optimization tools apply design search spaces to represent a BSD in a computational evaluation. In a design 

search space, a BSD is parameterized using design variables, e.g. number of spaces, and/or building’s depth, width, 
and height. The first design search space — named problem space — describes problem requirements; the second 
design search space — named solution space — describes design solutions. Co-evolutionary optimization 
iteratively explores the problem and the solution space and ensures mutual interaction. Hence, the solution and 
problem space evolve over time. Similar to conventional optimization methods, co-evolutionary optimization is 
initiated by a predefined BSD. However, the evolving problem and solution space compensate for relationships 
that are not included in the initial BSD. In this paper, the problem space represents the spatial design and the 
solution space represents the structural design. 

1.2. Building Spatial Optimization Toolbox  

The BSO Toolbox has the potential to enable multi-disciplinary building optimization at the conceptual 
design stage regarding structural design, building physics, cost, constructability, and practicality. However, this 
paper only focusses on structural performance of a BSD, but the developments concerning the enrichment of BSDs 
with facade openings have been implemented in such a way that they can support a future application in the 
building physics model. Structural performance of a BSD is expressed by its total sum of strain energy [Nmm]; 
the objective is to minimize the total strain energy.  

1.3. Facade Openings 

Facade openings can either partially or completely cover the surface of a space; the latter requires less 
design decisions from the user. To address the conceptual scope of the BSO Toolbox, facade openings are therefore 
implemented in such a way that they cover the entire area of a space’s surface. A facade opening that covers the 
entire facade requires a glazing support system; a curtain-wall system is an example of such a system (Figure 2). 
Glazing support systems are generally considered non-structural with regards to main building structures. 
However, wind loads incident upon glazing support systems cannot be ignored in a structural model. A method is 
proposed that models load-transferring capacity of glazing support systems at the conceptual level to which the 
BSO Toolbox relates. The method applies structural load panels to model the structural behavior of facade 
openings. 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of a glazing support system: the curtain-wall of the Cheung Kong Center, Hong Kong (Crosbie, 2005).  
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2. Related work 

Optimization of a BSD in the conceptual stage of the design process is considered an important aspect of 
building design; Subsection 2.1 elaborates on this aspect. State-of-the-art methods (Subsection 2.2) for detailed 
building design optimization have been developed; however, these methods are unable to generate building design 
alternatives that are outside the design search spaces. Subsection 2.3 describes how simulation of a co-evolutionary 
design process explores design search spaces beyond their user-defined boundaries. Moreover, Appendix IV 
provides an in-depth literature study on these subjects. Finally, following from the presented literature, the 
motivation for the work presented in this paper is given (Subsection 2.4); based on this motivation a research 
question is constructed (Subsection 2.5). 

2.1. Conceptual Building Design 

Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) domain experts collaboratively optimize a BSD. They 
experience that the necessary communication for this optimization is difficult, error-prone, and time-consuming 
(Haymaker, Kunz, Suter, & Fischer, 2004). Collaborative optimization deals with interdependencies between AEC 
domains (Mora, Bédard, & Rivard, 2008). The interdependencies result from the fact that design parameters are 
shared amongst AEC domains and/or the existence of (mutually) dependent relationships between the design 
parameters (Ritter, Geyer & Borrmann, 2013). Björk (1992) indicates that these relationships cause an absence of 
a central holder of building design information. Consequently, AEC domain experts must manage together a 
widespread variety of design requirements to find trade-offs. 

The interdependencies between AEC domains have an adverse effect on the number of evaluated BSDs in 
conceptual stages. This effect is quantified by Flager, Welle, Bansal, Soremekun, & Haymaker (2009) who 
examined the duration of one design cycle. This study showed that AEC domain experts take over one month to 
complete the generation and evaluation of a single design alternative. On average, AEC domain experts are 
consequently not able to assess more than three design alternatives during the conceptual stages. Therefore, AEC 
building design teams are typically inclined to limit the number of evaluated BSDs (Flager et al., 2009). The 
limitation has a significant effect on the quality of the final building performance because all subsequent design 
phases heavily rely on conceptual design decisions (Chong, Chen, & Leong, 2009). Namely, ill-defined conceptual 
design is almost never fixed at later design stages, because major redesign efforts cannot be made (Okudan & 
Tauhid, 2008; Rezaee, Brown, Augenbroe, & Haymaker, 2015).  

2.2. Building Design Optimization 

AEC building design teams often apply computational tools that support optimization to find trade-offs. 
They either evaluate a BSD using Single-Disciplinary Optimization (SDO) tools and compromise during team 
meetings or apply Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO) tools that help them find trade-offs. Machairas, 
Tsangrassoulis, & Axarli (2014) define optimization as a systematic method to discover a minimum (or maximum) 
value of an objective function. Equation 1 demonstrates a generic formulation of a constrained SDO problem, 
where 𝑿𝑿 denotes the vector of the design variables, 𝑛𝑛 denotes the number of inequality constraints, and 𝑝𝑝 denotes 
the number of equality constraints.  

   

 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝐗𝐗 
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  (1) 

 Subjected to: 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥) ≤ 0, 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛𝑛 (2) 

  ℎ𝑗𝑗(𝑥𝑥) = 0, 𝑗𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑝𝑝 (3) 
     

Various AEC domains give examples of SDO, e.g. energy consumption (Cheung, Fuller, & Luther, 2005; 
Friess, Rakhshan, Hendawi, & Tajerzadeh, 2012), user comfort (Bouchlaghem, & Letherman, 1990; Torres, & 
Sakamoto, 2007), operational costs (Chow, Zhang, Lin, & Song, 2002; Bichiou, & Krarti, 2011), and structural 
design (Fuyama, Law, & Krawinkler, 1997; Van Steirteghem, De Wilde, Samyn, Verbeeck, & Wattel, 2005). 
Communication of optimized BSD is facilitated by computer-aided drafting (Gero, 1983) and building information 
modelling (Azhar, 2011; Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks, & Liston, 2011; Akponeware, & Adamu, 2017). SDO tools 
do not increase the number of evaluated BSDs because it still requires the difficult, error-prone, and time-
consuming search for trade-offs (Haymaker et al., 2004; Machairas et al., 2014). 

Different computational approaches have been developed to apply MDO of a building spatial design. The 
majority of the MDO tools either optimize with a weighted sum or apply a Pareto front approximation. MDO can 
aim for the exploration of an entire design search space, i.e. the procedural method which is introduced by Eastman 
(1973); however, exploring sub-areas of a design search space — so-called populations — is more effective in 
terms of computational costs (Turrin, Von Buelow, & Stouffs, 2011). Glover & Kochenberger (2006) identify the 
two algorithms that are commonly used for population-based generation of building design alternatives; namely, 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs), and Particle Swarm Algorithms (PSAs). These population-based algorithms are based 
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on biological principles; moreover, cognition can be applied as well (Simon, 1969). Cognitive principles are 
applied in heuristic algorithms.  

2.2.1 Weighted Sum 

The weighted sum method normalizes different SDO solutions and applies weight factors to find trade-offs 
(Chantrelle, Lahmidi, Keilholz, El Mankibi, & Michel, 2011; Evins, 2013). Defining weight factors requires prior 
knowledge (Cao et al., 2012). Small deviations of the weight factors can have a significant influence on the final 
design (Konak, Coit, & Smith, 2006). Therefore, weighted sum optimization is considered time-consuming 
because assessment of different weight factors is inevitable (Machairas et al., 2014). For example, the weighted 
sum method is utilized to optimize sustainable land use (Cao, Huang, Wang, & Lin, 2012) and residential building 
design (Bre, Silva, Ghisi, & Fachinotti, 2016). 

2.2.2 Pareto Front Approximation 

The early work of the economist Pareto (1896) is recognized to be highly relevant for MDO (Horn, 1997). 
A Pareto front approximation provides ranking of design alternatives while not being dependent on weight factors 
(Gero, D'Cruz, & Radford, 1983; Chantrelle et al., 2011). Pareto front approximations are composed of non-
dominated design solutions, i.e. not any solution performs better concerning one of the objectives, without 
decreasing the performance of a single other objective. Pareto front approximations are supportive if fast and 
sophisticated generation and selection of design alternatives is applied, otherwise dilemmas concerning efficiency 
and effectiveness will arise (Cao et al., 2012; Machairas et al., 2014). For example, Pareto front approximations 
are applied for initial capital and life-cycle costs of thermal comfort optimization (Wright, Loosemore, & Farmani, 
2002) and structural and daylight optimization of classroom design (Flager et al., 2009). 

2.2.3 Genetic Algorithms 

Schaffer (1985) introduced GA that imitate biological evolution. The Darwinian principle, i.e. survival of 
the fittest, is applied to an iterative procedure that generates small populations of a design search space. Each 
population is initialized stochastically; best performing design alternatives are selected to be passed to an operator. 
Operators apply inheritance, mutation, selection, or recombination to generate new populations for succeeding 
iterations (Evins, 2013). Recent developments of GA present reliable results, e.g. NSGA-II (Deb, Pratap, Agarwal, 
& Meyarivan, 2002) and SMS-EMOA (Beume, Naujoks, & Emmerich, 2007). GAs are applied in combination 
with a weighted sum method (Cao et al., 2012; Bre et al., 2016) and a Pareto front approximation (Wright et al., 
2002); they are implemented in sustainability optimization platforms (Wetter, 2000). 

2.2.4 Particle Swarm Algorithms 

Bird flocking and fish schooling inspired the introduction of PSA (Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995). Design 
search spaces are represented by swarms; PSA find best positions in swarms (Evins, 2013). PSA stochastically 
initialize swarms of particles, which are assigned with a random velocity. The particles are moved around in the 
design search space, a single particle is relocated according to the local best position in space. Swarms are therefore 
expected to find global optima (Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995). For example, PSAs are applied for HVAC envelope 
design (Bichiou, & Krarti, 2011) and energy and comfort management in smart building (Yang, Wang, & Wang, 
2011). 

2.2.5 Heuristic Algorithms 

Computerized formulation of a rule-of-thumb, educated guess, intuitive judgement, or common sense is 
called a heuristic (Pearl, 1984). Kalay (2004) denotes that heuristics do not ensure to find optimal solution, or any 
solution at all. Verhagen, Bermell-Garcia, Van Dijk, & Curran (2012) conclude that heuristics tend to become 
black-boxes if they encapsulate specific AEC domain expertise. However, heuristic methods provide high 
probability of generating optimal design solutions (Evins, 2013). Heuristics are experience-, knowledge-, and/or 
rule-based (Kalay, 2004). Heuristics provide the exploration of design search spaces in conceptual design stages 
(Stiny & Mitchell, 1978; Stiny, 1980; Ruiz-Montiel, Boned, Gavilanes, Jiménez, Mandow, & Pérez-de-la-Cruz, 
2013). For example, heuristics are applied for structural design optimization (Geyer, 2008) and optimization of 
photovoltaics integration (Youssef, Zhai, & Reffat, 2018).  

2.3. Simulation of co-evolutionary building design processes 

State-of-the-art approaches for MDO mainly apply Pareto front approximations and/or weighted sum 
methods for detailed optimization problems; nevertheless, these approaches can be too restricting for optimizing 
conceptual building design. Namely, these approaches start from the (implicit) assumption that design search 
spaces do not change over time; they cannot generate building design alternatives that were not defined prior to 
the start of the process. However, in a design process, requirements typically evolve and are not defined in advance 
(Abraham & Jain, 2005). Maher (2000) developed a co-evolutionary model that enables interaction between two 
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design search spaces, so that requirements can evolve. The problem space represents design requirements; the 
solution space represents alternatives of spatial design problems. The co-evolutionary model explores both search 
spaces; mutual interaction leads to continuously redefined fitness functions. The fitness of a solution describes to 
what extent it deals with the current optimal problem. Likewise, the fitness of a problem describes to what extent 
the current optimal solution evaluates it (Maher, 2000).  

Co-evolutionary models apply GAs, PSAs, and/or heuristics to explore search spaces. Kouchmeshky, 
Aquino, Bongard, & Lipson (2007) applied a GA in a co-evolutionary approach to minimize the number of 
physical tests for validating truss bridge designs. A penalty function method has been developed by He & Wang 
(2007) that adapts penalties using a co-evolutionary approach that applies PSA for welded beam design 
optimization. Both studies relate to AEC building design; however, focus on detailed problems. Maher, Poon, & 
Boulanger (1996) developed a co-evolutionary model that applies a GA for optimization of conceptual design of 
braced frames; it generates spatial modifications that could not be defined prior to the start of the process. The 
model shows that co-evolutionary optimization benefits AEC domain experts who prefer to thoroughly examine 
conceptual design search spaces.  

2.3.1 Building Spatial Optimization Toolbox 

The BSO Toolbox is developed to study co-evolutionary optimization of a conceptual BSD (Hofmeyer & 
Dávila Delgado, 2015). The BSO Toolbox allows users to define a heuristic, i.e. rules for BSD modifications that 
simulate human design strategies. In the context of the existing BSO Toolbox, this heuristic ought to maximize 
domain-specific performance(s) by removal, splitting, and resizing of spaces. This heuristic is based on structural 
and building physics performances (Boonstra et al., 2018). Maximization of performance is obtained by variation 
of design variables while satisfying certain design constrains. The layout and dimensioning of a BSD (example 
given in Figure 1) operate as design variables; design constraints arrive from a BSD’s initial building volume and 
number of spaces, which are intuitively defined characteristics. The rationale of the implemented heuristic is to 
only locate spaces where structure is needed (Hofmeyer & Dávila Delgado, 2015). Starting with an initial BSD, it 
indicates which spaces perform the worst compared to others and substitutes them. Regarding structural 
performance, the assumption is that spaces with least strain energy perform the worst, i.e. the structures that are 
associated to these spaces contribute the least to the total strain energy. By substitution of these spaces, the BSD 
modifications are expected to minimize the total strain energy. Using the BSO Toolbox, a combined optimization 
approach is studied that applies both simulation of a co-evolutionary design process and GA to efficiently explore 
large design search spaces (Boonstra, Van der Blom, Hofmeyer, & Emmerich, 2017). This study proposes a cyclic 
approach to explore design search spaces both in-depth (via GA) and globally (via heuristics). 

2.4. Motivation 

As has been highlighted in this section, state-of-the-art tools for multi-disciplinary building optimization 
mainly focus on detailed problems. However, tools that address the conceptual stage of building design processes 
can also be of value for multi-disciplinary building design optimization. Therefore, Boonstra et al. (2018) 
developed the BSO Toolbox to simulate a co-evolutionary design process of a conceptual BSD and investigate if 
this can benefit multi-disciplinary building optimization. Subsequently, the motivation for this paper, is to extend 
the work from Boonstra et al. (2018) and move the simulation closer to real-world design scenarios by enrichment 
of the BSD representation in the BSO Toolbox with facade openings. Furthermore, the objective of this paper is 
the improvement of structural design through automated BSD modifications. 

2.5. Research Question  

The research question is how facade openings influence structural optimization via the simulation of a co-
evolutionary design process of a BSD. An additional research question is how users can constrain the openness of 
a facade during these processes.  

3. Methodology 

This section discusses the methodology that is used for the presented work. This methodology optimizes a 
BSD with facade openings by simulating its co-evolutionary design process using the BSO Toolbox. Subsection 
3.1 presents the relevant parts of the existing BSO Toolbox to do so. Thereafter, implementations are introduced 
and elaborated that enable users to assign facade openings and simulate a co-evolutionary design process with 
these enriched BSDs. Namely, the assignment of surface types in the BSD representation (Subsection 3.2); a 
method that let design grammars invoke building design information from a global source in the BSO Toolbox 
(Subsection 3.3); a procedure that generates patterns of facade openings (Subsection 3.4); a structural component 
that redistributes applied forces on facade openings (Subsection 3.5); two alternative heuristics for simulating a 
co-evolutionary design process of a BSD with facade openings (Subsection 3.6). After the introduction of these 
implementations, an overview is given that highlights the relationships among these implementations (Subsection 
3.7). 
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Figure 3. Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram of the toolbox and the user-defined program (Boonstra at al., 
2018). 

 

3.1. Building Spatial Optimization Toolbox 

In this paper, a study is presented that is part of a broader research into multi-disciplinary BSD optimization. 
A multipurpose C++-library, i.e. the BSO Toolbox, has been developed to support this broader research (Boonstra 
et al., 2018). An overview of the functions that are combined in the BSO Toolbox is given in Figure 3. Three BSD 
representations are implemented: (1) the movable and sizable model and (2) the super cube model provide different 
design search spaces for the existing or future optimization methods; (3) the conformal model is used as input for 
grammars. The BSD representations are constrained to cuboid spaces in an orthogonal grid. BSD performances 
follow from domain-specific models that are generated by design grammars. The functions of the BSO Toolbox 
that are relevant to the scope of this paper are discussed below.  

3.1.1 Movable and Sizeable Model 

The Movable and Sizeable (MS) model represents a space in a BSD using its origin and geometry. A space 
origin is defined as the corner point with the smallest 𝑥𝑥-, 𝑦𝑦-, and 𝑧𝑧-coordinates; a space geometry is defined by the 
width in 𝑥𝑥-direction, depth in 𝑦𝑦-direction, and height in 𝑧𝑧-direction. Figure 4 illustrates the MS notation for an 
example BSD. The MS model does not incorporate relations between spaces, allowing these spaces to be deleted, 
split, and resized as applied during the simulation of a co-evolutionary building design process (Subsection 3.1.5). 
The toolbox generates an MS model based on a user-defined TEXT-file. Users define spaces in tokenized lines; ID 
1 in Figure 5 gives an example of a tokenized line that applies to the existing implementation of the BSO Toolbox. 
A tokenized line is separated by commas and consists successively of a token, identifier (ID), space origin, and 
space geometry.  

 

 
Figure 4. Movable Sizable representation of a Building Spatial Design (Boonstra at al., 2018) 

z

x
y

= Space origin
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Figure 5. Spaces can be initialized with or without surface types. Users define spaces in tokenized lines. The initialization is 
based on the number of tokens in a comma-separated line. ID 1: 8 tokens; ID 2: 14 tokens. 

3.1.2 Conformal Model 

The Conformal (CF) model consists of two design information levels, i.e. the geometry level and the 
building design level; Figure 6 illustrates the UML class diagram of the CF model. On the building design level, 
the topology of a BSD is described based on the MS model (See Figure 3), i.e. a space in the CF model associate 
to a space in the MS model. The geometry level inherits from the building design level. A space (building design 
level) is realized by lower dimensional building design entities: surface, edge, and point. A cuboid 
(geometry level) is realized by lower dimensional geometry entities: rectangle, line, and vertex. During 
initialization of the CF model, a so-called “conformation” procedure applies to the geometry entities. 
Conformation ensures that geometry entities are subdivided until intersection of the geometry entities is eliminated 
and only vertices coincide (illustrated in Figure 7). Geometry entities and building design entities store 
corresponding relations to prevent iterative search procedures in the design grammars (Subsection 3.1.3). 

3.1.3 Design Grammars 

Users define so-called “design grammars” to generate domain-specific models for the evaluation of 
objective functions that are related to these domains. The BSO Toolbox provides design grammars for the 
evaluation of structural and thermal performances (Figure 3). Additional design grammars, which for example 
relate to cost, constructability, or practicality, can be implemented by users in the user-defined program. A design 
grammar can consist of different rules that apply to specific entities, e.g. space (building design level), rectangle, 
or line (geometry level) in the CF model (Figure 6). Users determine how entities must become implemented in 
domain-specific models using conversion tables (Figure 9), properties, and settings, which are defined in TEXT-
files. For instance, it specifies requirements for line segments to be constrained in the structural design model 
(Subsection 3.1.4). An illustration of such a structural grammar is given in Figure 8. The implementation of these 
rules in design grammars enable users to automate the generation of domain-specific models during the simulation 
of a co-evolutionary building design process (3.1.5). 

 

 
Figure 6. UML class diagram of the conformal model (Boonstra at al., 2018).  
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Figure 7. Two examples of conformation. For both examples: left (in grey) illustrates building design entities; right (in white) 
illustrates geometry entities after conformation (Boonstra at al., 2018). 

3.1.4 Structural Design Model 

The Structural Design (SD) model consists of (1) structural components, (2) loads, and (3) constraints, 
which are assembled by the so-called “structural rectangle rules” and the “line segment rules” as part of the SD 
grammar (Figure 8). The existing implementation of the BSO Toolbox provides three structural components; 
namely, flat shell, beam, and truss. In this study, only components of the type flat shell are applied. 
The structural settings for this component, i.e. Young’s modulus and Poisson's ratio, are defined in the structural 
design settings (Appendix II). Components are assembled based on the structural conversion table (see Figure 9). 
The structural rectangle rules initialize structural components and loads on the plane of the rectangle; the line 
segment rules initialize constraints on the perimeter of a rectangle. After completion of the SD model, it is ready 
for evaluation in a finite element analysis; structural performances follow from this analysis.  

The SD conversion table (Figure 9) provides a deterministic method in which users define conditions for 
automated generation of structural components in the SD model. The method applies combinations of adjacent 
surface types in the CF model; Figure 9 shows an example of an SD conversion table. Property types relate to a 
specific structural component, i.e. the flat shell, beam, or truss, that is implemented more than once with 
different structural settings, i.e. Young’s modulus and Poisson's ratio. Boonstra et al. (2018) further elaborate on 
the implementation of the SD model and how structural analyses of a BSD are carried out. 

3.1.5 Optimization Method 

Boonstra et al. (2018) applied the simulation of co-evolutionary building design processes as an 
optimization method using the Scale & Subdivide heuristic. This heuristic respects intuitively-defined constraints; 
namely, the initial building volume and number of spaces. Figure 10 illustrates how the Scale & Subdivide heuristic 
applies deletion (Equation 4) of the worst-performing space and scaling (Equation 5) and subdivision (Equation 
6) of the best-performing space. Subdivision of spaces is carried out in a vertically-oriented plane. If the best-
performing space’s depth (in 𝑦𝑦-direction) is greater than its width (in 𝑥𝑥-direction), the space is subdivided along a 
line parallel to the 𝑥𝑥-axis. If otherwise, the space is subdivided along a line parallel to the 𝑦𝑦-axis. Users define the 
number of spaces that are deleted and subdivided. For practical reasons, only the width and depth are scaled; initial 
space height remains unchanged. 

 
Figure 8. Generation of a structural design model. The Structural Design (SD) grammar initializes components in the structural 
model based on relations in the conformal model (Boonstra at al., 2018). 

T-joint of surfaces Varying dimensions of surfaces
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Figure 9. Assignment of structural types using a structural conversion table. The table specifies corresponding structural 
components and properties per combination of adjacent surface types 

 
Note that the Scale & Subdivide heuristic operates on an ordered list of space performances. This ordered 

list can relate to single or multiple domain-specific space performances; users define how it is generated, e.g. 
Boonstra et al. (2018) normalized structural and thermal performances to perform a multi-disciplinary building 
spatial design optimization. Moreover, the structural performance of a BSD is quantified in terms of total strain 
energy [Nmm]. The total strain energy is defined as the sum of strain energy in all structural components, which 
follows from a finite element analysis. The simulation method ought to structurally optimize a BSD by 
minimization of the total strain energy; the method is illustrated in Figure 11. In this paper, only optimization of 
structural performance is considered, but the developments concerning the enrichment of a BSD with facade 
openings have been implemented in such a way that they can support a future application of the building physics 
model. For instance, further research regarding the simulation of co-evolutionary design process of BSD with 
facade openings could objectify daylight design and heating by sun irradiation. 

     

 𝐬𝐬{𝑠𝑠1, 𝑠𝑠2, 𝑠𝑠3, 𝑠𝑠4} → 𝐬𝐬{𝑠𝑠1, 𝑠𝑠2, 𝑠𝑠4} (4) 
     
 𝐬𝐬𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦,𝑤𝑤,𝑑𝑑 → 𝐬𝐬𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦,𝑤𝑤,𝑑𝑑 ∙ �𝑉𝑉0 𝑉𝑉⁄  (5) 
     
 

𝑠𝑠1�{𝑥𝑥1, 𝑦𝑦1, 𝑧𝑧1}, {𝑤𝑤1 ,𝑑𝑑1, ℎ1}� → �
𝑠𝑠5 �{𝑥𝑥1, 𝑦𝑦1, 𝑧𝑧1}, �1

2
𝑤𝑤1,𝑑𝑑1, ℎ1��

𝑠𝑠6 ��𝑥𝑥1 + 1
2
𝑤𝑤1, 𝑦𝑦1, 𝑧𝑧1� , �1

2
𝑤𝑤1,𝑑𝑑1, ℎ1��

 (6) 

     

 

 
Figure 10. Building spatial design modification in MS model. Numbers in spaces in the leftmost figure represent performances 
of spaces (Boonstra et al., 2018). 
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Figure 11. Process diagram of the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process (Boonstra et al., 2018). The simulation of a 
co-evolutionary design process requires a user-defined stopping criterion that determines the number of cycles. 

 

3.2. Surface Types 

The existing implementation of the MS model is enriched with surface types, which are used to assign 
facade openings to an initial BSD. Design grammars can generate domain-specific models based on these 
characteristics. Space origin, space geometry, and surface types are listed per space in a vector named 𝐬𝐬. This 
vector is described by Equation 7, in which 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 represents a space, 𝐣𝐣 denotes the coordinates of the space origin, 𝐤𝐤 
denotes the geometry of the space, and 𝒍𝒍 lists the assigned surface types respectively relating to the North-, East-, 
South-, West-, Top-, and Bottom-surface. In this study, surface types are applied to assign facade openings; 
however, these types can be applied to characterize other functions as well. 

The initialization of an MS model is based on a procedure that tokenizes the comma-separated lines in a 
user-defined TEXT-file. Users can define surface types at the end of a tokenized line. This implementation has 
been developed so that tokenized lines without surface types are still valid. Based on the number of tokens, the 
procedure defines which token belongs to a specific characteristic. Figure 5 illustrates how spaces can be 
initialized, i.e. with or without surface types. 

       

 𝐬𝐬 =  �𝑠𝑠1, 𝑠𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠� where 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 = {𝐣𝐣,𝐤𝐤, 𝐥𝐥} 

(7) 
   𝐣𝐣 = {𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧} 
   𝐤𝐤 = {𝑤𝑤,𝑑𝑑, ℎ} 
   𝐥𝐥 = {𝑛𝑛, 𝑒𝑒, 𝑠𝑠,𝑤𝑤, 𝑡𝑡, 𝑏𝑏} 
       

3.3. Rectangle Properties 

To thoroughly study the effects of facade openings on a co-evolutionary design process, different facade 
patterns are analyzed, i.e. deterministic as well as stochastic patterns. The existing implementation of the BSO 
Toolbox provides a method to assign domain-specific characteristics to rectangles that relate to the facade of a 
BSD (Subsection 3.1.3). However, every design grammar individually evaluates this building design information. 
Application of stochastic patterns would consequently result in domain-specific models that vary in terms of the 
location of facade openings. Therefore, an alternative approach is implemented that let design grammars use 
building design information from a global source in the BSO Toolbox, which is here defined as the “rectangle 
properties”. Rectangle properties classify information about a rectangle’s orientation, position, external type and 
face type. These classifications are initialized using the evaluation of (1) the angle of elevation, (2) the number of 
associated surfaces, (3) the height in 𝑧𝑧-direction of the center coordinates of a rectangle, and/or (4) application of 
the facade procedure (Subsection 3.4).  

First, the rectangle rules check the orientation of a rectangle. A rectangle’s orientation classifies whether 
the rectangle has a vertical or horizontal orientation using the angle of elevation. To compute the angle of elevation, 
a vector operation (Equation 8) obtains the length 𝑙𝑙 and 𝑧𝑧 -component 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 of a rectangle’s normal vector 𝒏𝒏 . The 
angle of elevation 𝛼𝛼 is the angle (∈ [0°, 90°]) between 𝒏𝒏 and the 𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦-plane.  

   

 
𝛼𝛼 = �

180
𝜋𝜋

∗ sin−1 �
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧
𝑙𝑙
�� (8) 
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Rectangles with 𝛼𝛼 smaller than 45° degrees (0 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤  45°) are classified a wall; rectangles with 𝛼𝛼 larger 
than 45° degrees (45°  < 𝛼𝛼 ≤  90°) are classified a floor. Second, the rectangle rules check the position of a 
rectangle. A rectangle’s position classifies it as internal or external. Internal rectangles associate to exactly 
two surfaces; external rectangles associate to exactly one surface. After classification of an external rectangle, the 
rectangle’s external type is classified; external types are ground floor, roof, or facade. If the orientation of 
an external rectangle is classified as wall, the external type is classified as facade. Otherwise the 𝑧𝑧 -component 
of the center coordinates of a rectangle is checked. If this value is less or equal than 0 (𝑧𝑧 ≤ 0), the external type is 
classified as ground floor, if otherwise the external type is classified as roof. 

3.4. Facade Procedure 

To automate the assignment of facade openings patterns, a procedure is written that is here defined as the 
“facade procedure”. The facade procedure assigns patterns of facade openings to a BSD (Subsection 3.4.3). This 
assignment is based on the here defined “facade opening ratio” (Subsection 3.4.1) and “facade procedure types” 
(Subsection 3.4.2). The facade procedure defines patterns of facade openings by application of the rectangle’s face 
type in the rectangle properties. A rectangle’s face type classifies whether the rectangle is open or close. The 
facade procedure operates on here defined “layers” of rectangles to generate patterns of facade openings. A 
(horizontal or vertical) layer of rectangles clusters rectangles if one of the coordinates of their center point matches. 
Alternative clustering methods that for instance apply to a mesh within a rectangle could also be implemented; 
however, to obey to the conceptual context of the BSO Toolbox this has not been carried out.  

3.4.1 Facade Opening Ratio 

The facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 indicates the openness of a facade according to Equation 9; note that in this 
equation abbreviations are used for the facade procedure types that are introduced in Figure 12. Here, 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚 denotes 
the number of rectangles in a CF model whose face type matches open, 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓  the number of rectangles in a CF 
model whose external type matches facade, 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚 the total number of layers of rectangles in a CF model whose 
face type matches open, 𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓  the number of layers of rectangles in a CF model whose external type matches 
facade. Note that — because of this dependency on layers — the value of the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 is restricted 
by the number of horizontal and/or vertical layers in a BSD. For example, a BSD with two horizontal layers cannot 
be assigned to a horizontal facade pattern with a facade opening ratio ηr = 0.25. 

   

 

𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

, 𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚
𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

, 𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 ∈ {𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉, 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷}
 (9) 

   

3.4.2 Patterns of Facade Openings 

In this paper, the facade procedure may produce six facade procedure types (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓), which are displayed in 
Figure 12. Facade procedure type  𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 applies to individual rectangles; the rest of the facade procedure types 
apply to layers of rectangles. The facade procedure is based on either a deterministic, i.e. 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 ∈ {𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷}, or 
stochastic approach, i.e. 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 ∈ { 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉, 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆}. A substantial influence is expected from the location of open layers 
of facade openings in a BSD on its structural performance. Figure 13 illustrates the possible layer arrangements of 
a BSD subjected to a facade pattern with 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.50; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 . To obtain insight in the general influence of 
deterministic patterns, the performance of a certain parameter configuration, i.e. values for 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟  and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 , is 
determined based on the average performance of the possible layer arrangements. For the same reason, stochastic 
patterns are repeated seven times to reduce simulation uncertainty. Note that, using the clustering technique that 
is presented in Subsection 3.4.3, other patterns of facade openings can be implemented, e.g. sets of two by two 
rectangles.   

3.4.3 Assignment of Facade Openings 

The facade procedure preprocesses the CF model to generate layer-based patterns of facade openings. This 
preprocessing only applies to rectangles which external type are classified as facade. These rectangles are 
subsequently assigned to layers, i.e. horizontal and vertical. Center coordinates of a rectangle are evaluated to 
determine if it is part of a layer. Thereafter, sets of layers are generated, i.e. one horizontal set and four vertical 
sets. Figure 14 illustrates how horizontal and vertical layers of rectangles are stored in sets. As an alternative to 
layers of rectangles based on their center point’s coordinates, other preprocessing procedures may be feasible, e.g. 
K-means clustering (MacKay, 2003) based on proximity or rectangle’s maximum and minimum coordinates.  
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Figure 12. Visualization of the facade procedure types subjected to 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.50: Deterministic patterns, i.e. 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 ∈ {𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷}; 
stochastic patterns, i.e. 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 ∈ { 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉, 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆} 

Horizontal layers. The horizontal set lists horizontal layers based on the 𝑧𝑧-coordinates. Horizontal layers 
are listed in ascending order over the height of a BSD. The preprocessing procedure checks whether a rectangle 
belongs to an existing horizontal layer or adds a new layer to the horizontal set and stores it there.  

Consequences of the facade procedure regarding horizontal layers. This preprocessing procedure enables 
the facade procedure to assign patterns of facade openings to a BSD with complex layouts and/or varying floor 
heights. However, certain configurations of rectangles can affect the deterministic appearance of the applied 
patterns. For instance, Figure 15 illustrates a BSD (a low-rise base and two high-rise building parts) that is 
subjected to a deterministic horizontal pattern (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = DH). The patterns of facade openings seems to differ for both 
towers; however, note that the tower at the left is part of the fourth horizontal layers.  

Vertical layers. Four vertical sets store layers of rectangles based on their cardinal direction, i.e. the North, 
East, South, and West layers (see Figure 14). To generate these vertical sets, a threefold preprocessing procedure 
is implemented. First, rectangles with equal center point’s 𝑥𝑥-coordinates are stored in a temporary North-South 
set, and rectangles with equal center point’s 𝑦𝑦-coordinates are stored in a temporary East-West set. Both temporary 
sets list vertical layers in ascending order over the width or depth of a BSD. Second, East- or West-facing 
rectangles are removed from the temporary North-South set. For this purpose, the procedure compares the 
rectangle’s center point’s 𝑥𝑥-coordinate with its first-listed associated vertex 𝑥𝑥-coordinate, if they are equal then 
the rectangle is removed. The same principle applies to the temporary East-West set; here, 𝑦𝑦-coordinates are 
compared. Third, the temporary North-South set is divided into a North set and South set and the temporary East-
West set is divided into an East set and West set. To accomplish this reordering, each vertical layer in a temporary 
set is evaluated based on the rectangles center point’s 𝑧𝑧-coordinates. In case of the temporary North-South set, 
rectangles in a vertical layer that share a center point’s 𝑧𝑧-coordinate are listed in ascending order based on their 
center point’s 𝑦𝑦-coordinates. Subsequently, the first rectangle is stored in the corresponding vertical layer of the 
South set, the second rectangle is stored in the corresponding vertical layer of the North set, and vice versa. The 
same principle applies to the temporary East-West set; here, the ascending order is based on the center point’s 𝑥𝑥-
coordinates. 

 

 
Figure 13. Visualization of all possible layer arrangements for a BSD with eight horizontal layers that is subjected to 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 =
0.50; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. Varying consecutive layers (C) and first position (F) are displayed. The first position is given from bottom to 
top, starting at the ground floor (𝐹𝐹 = 0). A substantial influence is expected from the location of open layers of facade openings 
in a BSD on its structural performance. To obtain insight in the general influence of deterministic patterns, the performance 
of a certain parameter configuration, i.e. values for 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓, is determined based on the average performance of the possible 
layer arrangements. 
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Consequences of the facade procedure regarding vertical layers. This preprocessing procedure enables the 
facade procedure to assign patterns of facade openings to BSD with complex layouts and/or varying sections. 
However, certain configurations of rectangles can affect the deterministic appearance of the applied patterns. 
Figure 16 illustrates a BSD with a convex topology and a BSD with a concave topology. These two BSDs are 
subjected to a deterministic vertical pattern (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = DV). The convex BSD correctly follows the alternating pattern 
of facade openings; however, the concave BSD seems disobedient to this pattern because at the corner positions 
in the front, ascending rectangles are stored in different vertical sets. 

 

 
Figure 14. Five sets of layers in the facade of building spatial designs. Center points of the rectangles are illustrated by black 
dots. Top: one set of horizontal layers; bottom: four sets of vertical layers. 

 

 
Figure 15. A building spatial design (BSD) that consists of low-rise base and two high-rise building parts is subjected to a 
deterministic horizontal pattern (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷); center points of the rectangles that are part of the facade are illustrated 
by black dots. Conformation of the BSD gives the rectangles (center illustration) that apply to this facade procedure. The 
visualization of the facades (rightmost illustration) shows that the high-rise building part at the left is part of the fourth 
horizontal layer. 

 

 
Figure 16. Two BSDs subjected to a deterministic vertical pattern (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉). Leftmost and center-left illustration: this BSD 
illustrates that convex topologies comply to the deterministic appearance of 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉, i.e. it shows an alternating pattern. 
Rightmost and center-right illustration: this BSD illustrates that concave topologies seem disobedient to the deterministic 
appearance of 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉, i.e. it does not show an alternating pattern (at the corner positions in the front). 
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3.5. Load Panel 

The current implementation of the BSO Toolbox does not provide an adequate method to model facade 
openings in the Structural Design (SD) model. A low-stiffness flat-shell component is proposed to model the 
contribution of glazing support systems, e.g. the curtain-wall. This component is named load panel. In this 
study, a load panel provides redistribution of applied forces on facade openings, i.e. wind loading. The existing 
flat shell component is used as a blue print for the new load panel component. The load panel 
components are meshed into smaller finite elements. These four-node shell elements are derived for six degrees of 
freedom per node (𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥, 𝑢𝑢𝑦𝑦, 𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧, 𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥, 𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑦, 𝑟𝑟𝑧𝑧). The formulation for in-plane behavior is derived from Cook, Malkus, 
Plesha, & Witt (1974); the formulation for out-of-plane behavior is derived from Batoz, & Tahar (1982).  

The load panel component transfers applied forces to adjacent structural components without substantial 
influence of additional stiffening effects on the structural performance. For this purpose, the applied Young’s 
modulus of the load panel component is significantly low. The factor between the Young’s modulus of the 
load panel and flat shell component prevents any substantial influence on the overall stiffness of the 
model. A convergence study has been performed to find a factor that sufficiently reduces the Young’s modulus of 
the load panel component, while preventing introduction of numerical discrepancies to the model. This 
convergence study — as well as further validation of the load panel component — is described in Appendix 
V and shows that a factor of 1,0𝑒𝑒 − 5 is a sufficient reduction. Additionally, to completely prevent unrealistic 
influence on the performance of a structural model, the load panel component is excluded for the summation 
of the strain energy of a space. Moreover, to assess the structural performance per space its strain energy is 
subdivided by the total volume of the structural components that are associated to this space.  

The classifications that follow from the rectangle properties (Subsection 3.3) have been implemented in the 
structural rectangle rules (Subsection 3.1.4). For each rectangle in the CF model, the structural rectangle rules 
check if a structural component is required and store the assigned structural type. If a rectangle’s face type matches 
open, then a load panel is assigned, if otherwise then a flat shell is assigned. The structural rectangle 
rules apply load cases based on the rectangle’s orientation and external type. These load cases are defined in the 
structural design settings (Appendix II). 

3.6. Assignment of Facade Openings during the Simulation 

Two alternative procedures have been developed to assign facade openings to modified BSDs using the 
existing Scale & Subdivide heuristic as starting point (Figure 17). Both determine whether the face type of a 
specific rectangle in the modified BSD is required to be assigned open or close. In the conceptual context of the 
BSO Toolbox, facade openings in a BSD could either be interpreted as (1) a space characteristic, or (2) a building 
characteristic. The first interpretation is related to users that assign openings to any facade in an initial BSD. 
Subsequently, the procedure determines if a facade opening remains during the simulation based on the structural 
performance of the space that is associated to a facade opening. Consequently, if a space is removed during a BSD 
modification, its associated facade opening(s) also disappears. Facade openings only inherit from spaces that 
remain or are subdivided during the simulation. The here defined “Inheritance” procedure applies to this 
interpretation of a facade opening as a space characteristic. The second interpretation describes facade openings 
globally by applying a certain pattern of facade openings. It provides the possibility to determine constraints for 
BSD modifications that relate to facade openings, i.e. ratio of open facades (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟). Users of the BSO Toolbox may 
benefit from these constraints because it can help them influencing the BSD modifications in an automated manner. 
The here defined “Reassignment” procedure applies to this interpretation of a facade opening as a building 
characteristic. 

Inheritance. The Scale & Subdivide heuristic already uses inheritance to retain spatial characteristics from 
spaces in an initial BSD and assign these characteristics to associated (subdivided) spaces in the modified BSD. 
This procedure fits for the assignment of facade openings in modified BSD. Namely, domain-specific conversion 
tables enable the user to control generation of modified BSD based on inherited surface types. The advantage of 
this procedure lies in the freedom that is provided: in an initial BSD, the individual surfaces in a facade can be 
opened as the user wants it. On the contrary, the hypothesis for the inheritance procedure is that it does not enable 
the user to control 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 for modified BSDs. Equation 10 demonstrates how surface types are inherited during a BSD 
modification; the demonstration applies to the example given in Figure 10. 

     

 
𝑠𝑠1{𝑛𝑛1, 𝑒𝑒1, 𝑠𝑠1,𝑤𝑤1, 𝑡𝑡1, 𝑏𝑏1} → �

𝑠𝑠5{𝑛𝑛1, 𝑒𝑒1, 𝑠𝑠1,𝑤𝑤1 , 𝑡𝑡1, 𝑏𝑏1}
𝑠𝑠6{𝑛𝑛1, 𝑒𝑒1, 𝑠𝑠1,𝑤𝑤1 , 𝑡𝑡1, 𝑏𝑏1} (10) 

     

Reassignment. Starting from the idea that facade openings in an initial BSD are assigned following a certain 
pattern, it is possible to reassign facade openings in the modified BSD following this similar pattern. The 
hypothesis for the reassignment procedure is that it enables the user to control 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 for modified BSDs. Namely, the 
reassignment procedure can reassign patterns of facade openings based on the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 (Subsection 
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3.4.1) to a modified BSD. This reassignment gives the user the opportunity to apply facade openings as a constraint 
during BSD modifications. Two aspects of this constraint must be taken in consideration. First, a disadvantage of 
this procedure lies in the limited freedom while defining the initial BSD. Namely, the user cannot freely assign 
facade openings but is forced to comply to the facade opening patterns that are available in the facade procedure. 
Second, the Reassignment procedure cannot be applied in all cases. If an initial or modified BSD lacks the number 
of layers that are required to assign a certain facade pattern, then 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 cannot be respected. For instance, reassignment 
of a deterministic horizontal pattern to a BSD with three horizontal layers with 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25  is not possible. 
Therefore, a premature termination has been implemented in the reassignment procedure if this scenario occurs.  

3.6.1 Stopping criterion  

The simulation of a co-evolutionary design process (Figure 11) requires a user-defined stopping criterion 
that determines the number of cycles (i.e. BSD modifications). This criterion can be constrained by a convergence 
threshold, simulation costs, or a here defined “degree of modification”. The level of modification is not only 
determined by the stopping criterion, but also by the so-called number of “substitutions”, i.e. the number of spaces 
that are deleted and subdivided per simulation cycle. The degree of modification expresses to what extent the 
spaces in BSD are substituted during an entire simulation. If the total number of space substitutions that are 
executed equals or exceeds the amount of spaces in a BSD, then this BSD is considered to be fully modified. Note 
that not all spaces have necessarily been substituted in a fully modified BSD because modified spaces can be 
remodified. The influence of the degree of modification is not yet quantitatively determined; however, it is 
expected that larger cycles-to-substitution ratios will result in smoother evolutions, allowing for a better evaluation.  

3.6.2 Minimal Space Dimensions 

The Scale & Subdivide heuristic operates by a user-defined number of spaces that are substituted per 
simulation cycle. This number of spaces is limited to half of the existing spaces in the MS model to prevent the 
necessity to subdivide spaces more than once per simulation cycle. If a relatively small ratio of spaces is substituted 
per simulation cycle, the BSD modifications may create spaces with relatively small dimensions because the same 
spaces are subdivided multiple times. At a certain point, these decreasing space dimensions get unrealistic for 
building practice. To counteract this behavior, the user can define a minimal space width or depth. A best 
performing space is subdivided unless a space is generated that violates the minimal space dimension. In that case, 
the next best ranked space is considered for subdivision, et cetera. 

3.6.3 Floating Spaces 

During simulation of a co-evolutionary design process, BSD modifications can result in buildings that have 
disconnected spaces. An SD model that consists of disconnected spaces for which none of the associated rectangles 
external types are classified as ground floor is structurally unstable, i.e. the SD model then consists of floating 
spaces. An SD model that is unstable terminates the automated simulation of a co-evolutionary design process 
because structural analyses cannot be performed. Therefore, a here defined “floating spaces” algorithm is 
implemented prior to the execution of a structural analysis that subjects an SD model to a stability check. First, the 
SD model is meshed into a finite element model using a mesh size 𝑛𝑛 of 1; constraints are applied, but the loads are 
omitted to save computation time. Second, the global stiffness matrix is assembled and subjected to a singular 
value decomposition, which is used to find null vectors (Smulders & Hofmeyer, 2012). The structural model is 
considered unstable if one or more null vectors exist in the global stiffness matrix; it indicates that the associated 
node — in the finite element model — can move freely in space. If so, all spaces that associate to these nodes are 
tagged. The floating space algorithm is implemented in the existing Scale & Subdivide heuristic to ensures that 
floating spaces are deleted; it performs a new structural analysis to determine the structural performances of the 
remaining structure, so the simulation of the co-evolutionary design process can be resumed. 

 

 
Figure 17. Alternative procedures for facade openings. 4a: facades in modified BSD inherit surface types from the maintained 
spaces. 4b: reassignment of a pattern of surface types to the facades in a modified BSD. 
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3.6.4 Numerical Differences 

The iterative computations that are part of in the Scale & Subdivide heuristic can cause small numerical 
differences in the MS model. Namely, adjacent spaces can become modified into intersecting spaces that generate 
conflicts. These intersections are not allowed and lead to termination of the program. The numerical differences 
can be prevented by a here defined “snap-to-grid” algorithm that snaps the points in an MS model to a user-defined 
grid. The design constraint that relates to a BSD’s initial building volume can become violated by the influence of 
this snap-to-grid algorithm. This possible influence is accepted because the violation will be substantially small if 
the snap-to-grid algorithm is applied with a grid of ten millimeter to MS models that have spatial dimensions in 
the order of multiple meters. 

3.7. Relationships within the methodology 

Figure 18 shows the UML class diagram of the implementation for facade openings that is introduced in 
this methodology. The implementations are illustrated together with the relevant parts of the existing BSO Toolbox 
that are used for the enrichment of a BSD with facade openings. Figure 18 denotes how the implementations are 
related to the source code that is presented in Appendix VI. 

 

 
Figure 18. UML class diagram of the implementation together with the relevant parts of the existing BSO Toolbox that are 
used for the enrichment of a BSD with facade openings. Source code is denoted that can be found in Appendix VI. 

 

4. Parameter study 

A parameter study is performed to study the effects of facade openings on structural optimization via the 
simulation of a co-evolutionary design process of a BSD. These effects are studied using the inheritance procedure 
(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) or the reassignment procedure (𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅). A full enumeration of each parameter combination is analyzed, i.e. the 
simulation procedures (𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠) the facade opening ratio (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟) and the facade procedure type (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓). Note that the facade 
procedure and implemented patterns of facade openings are already elaborated in the methodology (Subsection 
3.4.2); the applied notations for the facade procedure types are introduced in Figure 12. For this parameter study, 
two case studies (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑) are applied (Figure 19). Design A (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴) represents a high-rise building and design B 
(𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵) resembles a courtyard building. More detail on dimensioning and spatial layout of the case studies can 
be found in Appendix I. The values of 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠, 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓, 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟, and  𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 are respectively given by Equation 11 to 14.  
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Appendix III displays the full enumeration of the 72 parameter configurations that have been evaluated. 
The parameter study is introduced in the following subsections: First, the structural design settings are discussed. 
Second, procedures and settings are presented that apply to the simulation of the co-evolutionary design process. 
Third, different techniques for performance measurement are introduced. Fourth, the results of the parameter study 
are presented. Thereafter, a discussion of these results is given. 

   

 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 ∈ {𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅} (11) 

 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 ∈  {0.25, 0.50, 0,75} (12) 

 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 ∈ {𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉, 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆} (13) 

 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 ∈ {𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵} (14) 
   

4.1. Structural design settings 

Two different components are used to model the structural behavior of the case studies: (1) the flat 
shell component, and (2) the load panel component. The load cases, constraints, and structural properties 
for both components can be found in Appendix II and are held constant during the simulation of co-evolutionary 
processes to enable a comparison of the parameter configurations. The structural properties for the load panel 
component are derived from a validation study that is described in Appendix V. Each rectangle whose face type 
matches close is modelled with a flat shell component; each rectangle whose face type matches open is 
modelled with a load panel component (face types are introduced in Subsection 3.3) The SD model applies 
live loading and three cases of wind loading: wind pressure, wind shear, and wind suction. Wind loading is applied 
perpendicular to each orthogonal plane, where the magnitudes comply with the building regulations. Horizontal 
line segments that are located at or below ground level (𝑧𝑧 ≤ 0) are constrained for each displacement direction (𝑥𝑥-
, 𝑦𝑦-, and 𝑧𝑧-direction).  

4.2. Simulation settings 

For the simulations, there are four settings to be determined, namely, (1) the number of cycles per 
simulation (Subsection 3.6.1), (2) the number of space substitutions per cycle (Subsection 3.6.1), (3) the minimal 
space dimensions (Subsection 3.6.2), and (4) the grid size for the snap-to-grid algorithm (Subsection 3.6.4). These 
simulation settings are held constant during the parameter study to enable comparison of the parameter 
configurations.  

Cycles and substitutions per simulation. The case studies that are evaluated in this paper (Figure 19) have 
72 (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴) and eighty (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵) spaces. To generate — on average — fully modified BSDs with smooth 
evolution, the simulations are performed with the following simulation parameters: nineteen simulation cycles and 
four space substitutions per cycle. It is expected that these criteria will result in a smooth evolution, allowing for 
a better evaluation.  

Minimal space dimension. To prevent BSD modifications that produce unrealistic spaces, minimal space 
dimensions are applied in the reassignment and inheritance procedure.  The minimal space dimension is set to 750 
mm for both the width (𝑥𝑥-direction) and depth (𝑦𝑦-direction).  

Snap-to-grid algorithm. The snap-to-grid algorithm is set to snap the points in an MS model to a grid of ten 
millimeter. Note that, the design constraint that relates to a BSD’s initial building volume can become violated by 
the influence of this snap-to-grid algorithm. This possible influence is accepted because the violation will be 
substantially small for the application of a grid of ten millimeter to both case studies, which have spatial dimensions 
in the order of three meters.  

 

 
Figure 19. Case studies. More detail on their dimensions and spatial layout can be found in Appendix I. 
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4.3. Performance measurement  

Different measurement techniques can be used to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the performance 
developments of simulation results. In this paper, the quantitative evaluation involves two aspects: (1) the 
performance development in terms of total strain energy for each simulation cycle and (2) the extent to which 
parameter configurations obey to the constraint that is set for facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟. The qualitative evaluation 
focuses on the tendency of specific parameter configurations to generate floating spaces during the simulation of 
a co-evolutionary design process. 

The performance development per parameter configuration 𝑖𝑖  is assessed using three characteristics. 
Namely, (1a) the average performance development 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜,𝑚𝑚; denoted in Equation 15, (1b) the best performance 
development 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚 ; denoted in Equation 16, and (1c) the end performance development 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚  denoted in 
Equation 17. Each parameter configuration 𝑖𝑖 relates to a variation of 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠, 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑, 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟, and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓.  

The average value 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜,𝑚𝑚 of the total strain energy 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗 of parameter configuration 𝑖𝑖 at simulation 
cycle 𝑗𝑗 ∈ {0,1, … ,𝑛𝑛} is normalized to the initial total strain energy 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,0, where 𝑗𝑗 = 0 corresponds to the initial 
BSD. The upper bound of the summation (𝑛𝑛) is determined by the last simulation cycle, which has a default value 
of 𝑛𝑛 = 19, but is reduced if a simulation is prematurely terminated. Also, the best performance 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚 and the end 
performance 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚 are normalized to the initial total strain energy 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,0. 

The goal is to generate increased performance; a value of  𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜,𝑚𝑚, 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚, or 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚 between 0,0 and 1,0 
expresses an increased performance. A value of  𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜,𝑚𝑚 , or 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚  larger than 1,0  expresses a decreased 
performance. A value of  𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚 equal to 1,0 expresses an unchanged or decreased performance. 
   

 
𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜,𝑚𝑚 =

∑ 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗
𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,0
 (15) 

 
𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚 =

min
𝑗𝑗
𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗

𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,0
 (16) 

  

𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚 =
𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚

𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚,0
 (17) 

   

Factor 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚  (Equation 18) is here introduced to quantitatively evaluate the design constraint that relates to the 
facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟  per parameter configuration 𝑖𝑖 . The average value of facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗  of 
parameter configuration 𝑖𝑖 at simulation cycle 𝑗𝑗 ∈ {0,1, … ,𝑛𝑛} is normalized to the initial facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚,0, 
where 𝑗𝑗 = 0 corresponds to the initial BSD. The upper bound of the summation (𝑛𝑛) is determined by the last 
simulation cycle, which has a default value of 𝑛𝑛 = 19, but is reduced if a simulation is prematurely terminated. A 
factor 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚  between 0,0 and 1,0 expresses decreased openness; a factor 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚  larger than 1,0  expresses increased 
openness. Note that the goal is to apply the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 as a design constraint (𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚 =  1,0). 
   

 
𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚 =

∑ 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗
𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚,0
 (18) 

   

The mean values for the development factors introduced in Equation 15 till 18 are applied to refer to 
combinations of parameter configurations. For example, the notation for a mean value is as follows: 
�𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜� 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉, 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25� refers to the mean value for the average performance development of parameter 
configurations that include deterministic vertical patterns of facade openings (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉) with a facade opening 
ratio of 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25.  

4.4. Results 

On a first note, it should be mentioned that 19% of the simulations are prematurely terminated., i.e. the 
final simulation cycle is not reached. Two causes have been found for this: (1) parameter configurations including 
𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅, 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵, and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, cause constraint issues with regard to maintaining the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 
on a fixed level. These simulations are deliberately terminated if an entire horizontal layer is deleted during a BSD 
modification (see Subsection 3.6); (2) the grid size that is set for the snap-to-grid algorithm does not always suffice; 
thus, leads to prematurely termination (see Subsection 3.6.4).  

On a second note, it turns out that the floating spaces algorithm is not always working as intended (see 
Subsection 3.6.3). The simulation results demonstrate that one out of seven finite element simulations are stabilized 
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using this algorithm. Nevertheless, some BSD modifications that also are composed of floating spaces did not lead 
to an unstable SD model; Figure 21 illustrates an example. As can be observed in Figure 21, these floating spaces 
lead to a significantly higher total strain energy then found in the rest of the simulation. To correct the simulation 
results for these outliers, BSD modifications with total strain energies outside of the 95th percentile are rejected 
from further analyses.  

To illustrate the techniques for performance measurement that are introduced in Subsection 4.3 with one of 
the simulations, Figure 20 displays the simulation results for the following parameter configuration: 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 
𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴 ; 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.50 ; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉 . This particular parameter configuration shows an increased performance 
development, it first generates worse-performing BSD modifications, after which the performance of the BSD 
modifications gradually improves towards the final simulation cycle.  

The first quantitative evaluation of the parameter study focusses on the development of structural 
performance per parameter configuration (Appendix III). Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24, respectively, display 
the variation of 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 , 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 , and 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 per parameter configuration that includes a value of 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠, 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑, 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟, or 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓. 
As been illustrated in Figure 20, BSD modification performances vary significantly during a simulation; this is 
also expressed in the plotted variations for 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜, 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 , and 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑, which all show different interesting features. 
For instance, Figure 22 displays that on average vertical patterns of facade openings outperform the other patterns. 
Moreover, Figure 23 shows that the best-performing BSD modifications with facade opening generated by both 
the inheritance and the reassignment procedure surpass the results of the simulations without facade openings. 
Furthermore, Figure 24 demonstrates that the performance development of the final BSD modifications generated 
using the case studies without facade openings (indicated by the red and blue lines) differ substantially, so the 
search depth influence is sensitive to the initial BSD. 

 

 
Figure 20. Simulation results of the following parameter configuration: 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.50; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉. Top: total 
strain energy per simulation cycle; text boxes indicate which BSD modifications are illustrated. Bottom: Visualizations of the 
topologies of four BSD modifications.  
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Figure 21. Simulation results of the following parameter configuration: 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼; 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. Middle: 
total strain energy per simulation cycle; text boxes indicate which BSD modifications are illustrated. Left: Visualization of the 
initial topology; the space that will float after modification is highlighted in red. Right: Visualizations of BSD modification 
that consists of floating spaces. Floating spaces are highlighted in red. As can be observed, these floating spaces lead to a 
significantly higher total strain energy then found in the rest of the simulation. 

 
The average performance development of both simulation procedures (𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠) can be considered equivalent, 

namely �𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜� 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼� = 1,46  and �𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜� 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅� = 1,61 . Both values indicate a decreased 
performance and variation of these values display no notable differences as can be observed in Figure 22. Figure 
22 does indicate that the parameter configurations including 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25, 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉, and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉 perform relatively 
well. To substantiate this performance, Figure 25 displays the variation of 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜  over all parameter 
configurations that include a combination of the values for 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟  and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 . These variations show that the best 
performing parameter configurations follow from vertical patterns with the least facade openings (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25); 
namely, �𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜� 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉, 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25� = 0,92  and �𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜� 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉, 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25� = 1,05 . Moreover, the 
parameter configuration including 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25  and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉  is the only configuration that on average shows 
increased performance development. 

The second quantitative evaluation of the parameter study focusses on the compliance with the design 
constraint that is set for 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 per parameter configuration (Appendix III). Parameter configurations including 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 =
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 show an average decreasing openness development of  �𝑂𝑂�� 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼� = 0,86; thus, this configuration disobeys 
the design constraint. Parameter configurations including 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅  show an average increasing openness 
development of �𝑂𝑂�� 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅� = 1,03 ; evidentially, this configuration also disobeys to the design constraint. 
However, this increased openness is fully attributed to the parameter configurations including 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉, namely 
�𝑂𝑂�� 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅, 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 � = 1,21. 

 
 

 

Figure 22. Variation of the average performance development 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 per parameter configuration that includes a value of  
𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 , 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 , 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 , or 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 . For each case study, the red cross represents the average performance development without facade 
openings (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.0). A value of  𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 equal to 1,0 expresses an unchanged performance, which is indicated by a blue line. 
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Figure 23. Variation of the best performance development 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 per parameter configuration that includes a value of  𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠, 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑, 
𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟, or 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓. For each case study, the red cross represents the average performance development without facade openings (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 =
0.0). A value of  𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 equal to 1,0 expresses an unchanged or decreased performance, which is indicated by a blue line. 

 

 
Figure 24. Variation of the end performance development 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 per parameter configuration that includes a value of  𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠, 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑, 
𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟, or 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓. For each case study, the red cross represents the average performance development without facade openings (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 =
0.0). A value of  𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 equal to 1,0 expresses an unchanged performance, which is indicated by a blue line. 

 

 
Figure 25. Results of the parameter study. Variation of 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 over all parameter configurations that include a combination 
of the values for 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓. A value of  𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 equal to 1,0 expresses an unchanged performance, which is indicated by a 
blue line. On average, the parameter configuration including 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25  and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉  shows increased performance 
development.  
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The reason for the increased openness can be found in the Scale & Subdivide heuristic (Subsection 3.6). 
The assumption underlying this heuristic is that spaces with minimal strain energy contribute the least and are 
therefore substituted since it is expected to minimize the total strain energy. Hofmeyer & Dávila Delgado (2015) 
showed that this structural strategy leads to reduction of the number of stories of a BSD. Figure 26 illustrates a 
BSD modification of which the Scale & Subdivide heuristic substitutes the highest story. Namely, spaces at the 
upper story have smaller strain energy compared to the rest of the BSD because less live loading is transferred via 
their associated structural components. The removal of a story is problematic for defining 𝑂𝑂�  because the facade 
opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟  relates to these horizontal layers. Excluding 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷  shows that reassignment of facade 
openings meets the design constraint that is set for 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟, namely �𝑂𝑂�� 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅, 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 ≠ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 � = 1,0. 

The qualitative evaluation of the parameter study focusses on the tendency of specific parameter 
configurations to generate floating spaces. This tendency is determined based on the number of interventions that 
are made by the floating space algorithm. The parameter configurations that include 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 are substantially 
more prone to generate BSD modifications with floating spaces. Namely, 86% of the parameter configurations 
that include 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼  got intervened by the floating spaces algorithm in contrast to 46%  of the parameter 
configurations that include 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅.  

4.5. Discussion 

The parameter study focused on the effects of facade openings on the structural optimization via the 
simulation of a co-evolutionary design process of a BSD and demonstrates that in some quite particular cases the 
presented methodology can be beneficial to this optimization. Parameter configurations are identified that show 
potential for building spatial design optimization. Moreover, users of the BSO Toolbox may benefit from the 
enrichment of the BSD representation with facade openings because it can help them influencing the BSD 
modifications in an automated manner. In this section, remarks are given regarding the methodology and the 
parameter study. 

 

 
Figure 26. Simulation results of the following parameter configuration: 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. Top: 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟  
per simulation cycle; text boxes indicate which BSD modifications are illustrated. Bottom: Visualizations of the topologies of 
four BSD modifications. Topology I, II, and III have eight stories, whereas topology IV has seven.  
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Simulation settings. The methodology that is presented only focusses on structural performance of a BSD. 
Other optimization objectives have not been considered in conjunction with facade openings, e.g. building physics, 
costs, constructability, and practicality. Therefore, this parameter study cannot yield general conclusions regarding 
multi-disciplinary building optimization via the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process of a BSD with 
facade openings. Moreover, structural settings are held constant during the simulation of a co-evolutionary design 
process to enable a comparison of the parameter configurations. Variations of grammar settings regarding load 
cases, constraints, and structural properties, e.g. the application of alternative structural components, could lead to 
insights that would benefit this research. The same applies to variations of simulation settings, i.e. number of cycles 
per simulation, the number of substitutions per simulation cycle (Subsection 3.6.1), the minimal space dimensions 
(Subsection 3.6.2), and the grid size for the snap-to-grid algorithm (Subsection 3.6.4). 

Reduction of the number of stories of final BSD modifications. Table 1 shows the number of stories of final 
BSD modifications and the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟; it shows that less facade openings lead to a reduced number 
of stories of the final BSD modifications. Figure 27 and Figure 28 show that this reduction of the number of stories 
of final BSD modifications leads to increased performance development via the deletion of spaces at the upper 
story of an BSD. This relation can be explained by the following principle: spaces at the upper story have smaller 
strain energy compared to the lower located spaces because less live loading is transferred via their associated 
structural components. Note that the applied heuristic maintains spaces with the highest strain energy, to globally 
minimize the total building performance, i.e. global strain energy. Therefore, focusing on structural performance 
only, it is expected that a simulation of co-evolutionary design process will reduce the number of stories of a BSD.  

 

Table 1. Variations of the value for the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 applied to the parameter configuration including 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 
 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉. Number of stories in the final BSD modifications after nineteen simulation cycles show a relation to the 
facade opening ratio. 

Facade opening ratio (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟) 0.25 0.50 0.75 
Stories final BSD modification 4 7 8 

 

 
Figure 27. Performance development plotted against the number of stories of a BSD modification per cycle of simulations that 
represent the three values for the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 with the following parameter configuration: 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 
𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉. Left y-axis (black) applies to the performance development in strain energy, which is plotted as a black line; right 
y-axis (grey) applies to the number of stories, which are plotted as grey bars. The comparison shows that the increased 
performance development for lower facade opening ratios (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟) depends on the reduction of the number of stories. A similar 
dependency is found for 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. 

 

 
Figure 28. Performance development plotted against the number of deleted spaces at the upper story of a BSD modification 
per cycle of simulations that represent the three values for the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟  with the following parameter 
configuration: 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉. Left y-axis (black) applies to the performance development in strain energy, 
which is plotted as a black line; right y-axis (grey) applies to the number of deleted spaces, which are plotted as grey bars The 
comparison shows that the increased performance development for lower facade opening ratios (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟) depends on the deletion 
of spaces at the upper story of a BSD modification. 
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Facade opening ratio. According to the results of the parameter study (Figure 22) a relation exists between 

the average performance development and the facade opening ratio 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟. These results show that higher facade 
opening ratios lead to more decreasing performance development compared to lower ratios. Note that spaces with 
facade openings are maintained more often by the applied heuristic because facade openings introduce a weakness 
to the space and therefore generate more strain energy to the remaining components compared to spaces without 
facade openings. Since this parameter study has been simulated with less substitutions per simulation cycle than 
the number of spaces of the upper story, a BSD is likely to be modified into topologies with spaces at the upper 
story that are freestanding. Figure 29 illustrates how the facade procedure (Subsection 3.4) assigns deterministic 
vertical patterns with different facade opening ratios if such a freestanding space exists. Furthermore, Figure 29 
shows that the facade procedure — applied with higher facade opening ratios — assigns more facade openings to 
freestanding spaces at the upper story compared to the spaces at lower stories. Consequently, a freestanding space 
assigned with a higher facade opening ratio individually shows higher strain energy and is therefore more often 
maintained by the applied heuristic. Note that spaces at the upper story have smaller strain energy compared to the 
lower located spaces because less live and wind loading is transferred via their associated structural components. 
Once a freestanding space is generated at the upper story, it hinders the increase in global structural performance 
because the topology will not modify into a BSD with less stories. In this specific case, the freestanding spaces is 
assigned with four facade openings (see  Figure 29), which means that this space is not associated to any structural 
component. It is recommended to prevent the generation of these non-structured spaces in further research. To 
reduce the performance-decreasing effect of this principle, it is also recommended to study the potential of a facade 
procedure that applies facade opening patterns to a meshed rectangle, i.e. as a grid of openings within a single 
facade. Namely, if a pattern of facade openings is assigned to a meshed rectangle instead of layers of rectangles, 
it may have less performance-decreasing influence on the BSD modifications because less difference in stiffness 
is introduced between spaces that are in the facade of a BSD. Moreover, the structural evaluation in the applied 
heuristic that assesses spaces with high strain energy as best-performing, and vice versa, is of interest regarding 
the reduction of the performance-decreasing effect. Ongoing research shows that this rationale is the best strategy 
for application in the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process. However, the introduction of the load 
panel component may require a reconsideration of this rationale. Therefore, it is recommended to study the 
potential of alternative structural evaluations regarding facade openings. For instance, by assessing spaces with 
low strain energy as best-performing, and vice versa, or by evaluating lower dimensional components instead of 
spaces, i.e. rectangles, or line segments. 

Substitutions per simulation cycle. On average, both case studies without facade openings (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.0) show 
decreasing performance development over the cycles of a simulation (see Figure 22). The reason for this decrease 
is found in the order in which spaces are substituted. Note that spaces at the upper story have smaller strain energy 
compared to the lower located spaces because less live and wind loading is transferred via their associated 
structural components. However, it appears that during the first modification cycles, spaces are deleted that were 
not located at the upper story. Figure 30 illustrates a BSD modification with such an overhanging space; it is not 
deleted before its underlying space because it is not supported by adjacent spaces and therefore individually shows 
more strain energy. Subsequently, this overhanging space at the upper story gets isolated; it is only connected to 
the rest of the building via one or two edges. An overhanging space individually shows high strain energy and 
therefore is maintained by the applied heuristics. Table 2 displays that the number of substitutions per simulation 
cycle has a significant influence on this behavior. Once an overhanging space is generated, it hinders the increase 
in global structural performance because the topology will not modify into a BSD with less stories.  

 

Table 2. Variations of the number of substitutions per simulation cycle applied to the parameter configuration including  𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 =
𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.0.  The number of substitutions per simulation cycle have a significant influence on the number of stories 
of the final BSD modification. All final BSD modifications with an unreduced number of stories (8) showed overhanging spaces; 
those with reduced stories did not. A similar influence is observed for case study 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵.  

Substitutions per simulation cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Stories final BSD modification 8 8 8 8 4 8 8 7 4 

 
Floating spaces. The presented methodology uses a floating spaces algorithm that applies to non-realistic 

and unstable structural design models. The implemented algorithm appears to be expensive in terms of 
computational costs. Namely, the floating spaces algorithm intervened five times as much during simulations of 
parameter configurations including 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼  and these simulations were — on average — four times more 
expensive compared to those that include 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅. According to these numbers, the application of a singular value 
decomposition seems to increase the duration of a simulation; no other causes are found for this difference in 
computational costs. Therefore, instead of the floating space algorithm, it is recommended to implement a spatial 
check that prevents the generation of BSD modifications with floating spaces. 
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Figure 29. Facade opening patterns of the following parameter configurations: 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉; 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 ∈  {0.25, 0.50, 0,75}; 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴, 
with a freestanding space on top of the topology to illustrate how many facade openings are assigned to this 
freestanding space. Note that the facade procedure, applied with higher facade opening ratios, assigns more facade openings 
to this freestanding space compared to spaces at lower stories. Since spaces with more facade openings generate more strain 
energy, they are maintained more often by the applied heuristics; thus, preventing a reduction of stories. 
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Figure 30. Four views of the second BSD modification that follows from the following parameter configuration: 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅; 
𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴; 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.0; four substitutions per simulation cycle. This visualization shows the CF model of the BSD modification 
after two simulation cycles. The overhanging (red-colored) space is only connected to the rest of the building on two edges; 
this individually generates more strain energy than spaces at lower stories in the BSD. Therefore, the applied methodology 
determines that this overhanging space performs better and is maintained during succeeding cycles of the simulation. As a 
result, this topology will not modify into a BSD with less stories, which hinders the global increase in structural performance.   

 

5. Conclusions and outlook 

Through a literature study it has been investigated how the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process 
could support multi-disciplinary optimization of conceptual Building Spatial Design (BSD). Boonstra et al. (2018) 
developed the Building Spatial Optimization Toolbox (BSO Toolbox) for this type of conceptual research. This 
paper has elaborated on the enrichment of the BSD representation in the BSO Toolbox with facade openings. For 
this purpose, it has presented two alternative simulation procedures, named (1) the reassignment procedure and (2) 
the inheritance procedure. Moreover, it has presented a structural component, named the load panel component. 
The two alternative simulation procedures incorporate different modification rules for facade openings using the 
existing Scale & Subdivide heuristic as starting point (Figure 17). The Scale & Subdivide heuristic simulates a co-
evolutionary design process by modifying a BSD in such a way that spaces are only located where structure is 
needed. The reassignment procedure applies a certain pattern of facade openings and substitutes this pattern to 
each BSD modification. On the contrary, the inheritance procedure substitutes a facade opening only if inherited 
from a space that is being modified. 

A parameter study has been presented to study the alternative simulation procedures and their effect on the 
structural optimization via the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process of a BSD. This parameter study has 
only focused on structural performance of a BSD, but the developments concerning the enrichment of BSDs with 
facade openings have been implemented in such a way that they can support a future application in the building 
physics model. The load panel component is required to model structural behavior of facade openings in 
conceptual design stages using the BSO Toolbox. The load panel component is a low-stiffness flat-shell that 
redistributes applied surface loads on facade openings to the adjacent structures without generating additional 
stiffening. 

The parameter study has demonstrated that the presented methodology can be beneficial to structural 
optimization, although it showed large variations. Moreover, certain patterns of facade openings can contribute to 
BSD optimization regarding the minimization of total strain energy, namely deterministic vertical patterns of 
facade openings (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉) with a facade opening ratio of 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 0.25. Qualitative analysis of the simulations has 
shown that this contribution can be explained by the fact that minimization of total strain energy is substantially 
influenced by the reduction of the number of stories of final BSD modifications. It has been demonstrated that 
vertical patterns with lower facade opening ratios generate final BSD modifications with less stories compared to 
vertical patterns with higher ratios. Therefore, patterns of facade openings with lower facade opening ratios show 
greater increased structural performances.  

Both simulation procedures, i.e. the reassignment and the inheritance procedure, have shown different 
behavior regarding the modification of BSD with facade openings. Namely, the reassignment procedure gives 
users of the BSO Toolbox the opportunity to apply facade opening ratios as a design constraint, whereas the 
inheritance procedure — on average — decreases openness of facades because deleted facade openings are not 
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reassigned. Moreover, comparing both procedures has shown that the inheritance procedure generates substantially 
more unrealistic BSD modifications with floating spaces. Therefore, it has been concluded that the reassignment 
procedure shows most potential. However, the parameter study has demonstrated that the methodology for the 
reassignment procedure presented in this paper encounters problems because it applies patterns of facade openings 
as a grid of facade component layers. Therefore, it is recommended to study the potential of a facade procedure 
that applies facade openings to parts of a rectangle, i.e. as a grid of openings within a single facade. Furthermore, 
ongoing research shows that the applied assessment of structural performance on the level of spaces is the best 
strategy for application in the simulation of a co-evolutionary design process. However, the introduction of the 
load panel component may require a reconsideration of this assessment, therefore alternative structural 
assements should be investigated. Finally, remarks are given regarding the methodology and parameter study; it 
is clear that the reassignment procedure still must be validated further. However, the heuristic already shows 
potential in contributing building spatial design optimization.  
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 Case studies 

The parameter study (Section 4) evaluates two case studies: design A (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴) represents a high-rise 
building (Figure 31) and design B (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵) resembles a courtyard building (Figure 32). The geometry of the 
spaces in both initial BSDs are cuboid; the dimension of a single cuboid space, i.e. height, depth, and width, equals 
three meters. The topology of 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴 is equal to one of the case studies that is applied in Hofmeyer & Dávila 
Delgado (2015) and comprises of eight story levels. Each story of 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴  contains three-by-three spaces; 
totaling 72 spaces. The courtyard of 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵 measures 12-by-12 meters and is in the center of a four-story 
building. Each story of 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵 contains twenty spaces; totaling 80 spaces. Both floor plans have a reflectional 
symmetry over four axes. 
 

 
Figure 31. Dimensioning and spatial layout for Design A (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴), a high-rise building 

 

 
Figure 32. Dimensioning and spatial layout for design B (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵), a courtyard building 
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 Structural settings 

The settings for the structural design grammar that are applied in the parameter study (Section 4) are 
presented as follows: Table 3 displays the load cases for live load and wind loads, Table 4 shows the structural 
properties of the flat shell component, and  Table 5 specifies the load panel properties. The structural 
properties for the flat shell component resemble to that of concrete. The mesh division 𝑛𝑛 is based on a 
convergence study. 

The structural rectangle rules apply load cases and structural properties based on the rectangle’s orientation 
and external type. If a rectangle’s orientation matches floor, then live loading is applied. If a rectangle’s external 
type matches facade or roof, then wind loading is applied. The line segment rules apply constraints based on 
the associated rectangle’s external types, which are invoked from the rectangle properties. If the external type 
matches ground floor, then a line constraint for each displacement direction (𝑥𝑥-, 𝑦𝑦-, and 𝑧𝑧-direction) is applied.  

 

Table 3. The structural loads that will be applied by a structural design grammar. 

Type Load case Load Azimuth Altitude 
[–] [–] [N mm-2] [°] [°] 

live load 1 0.005 0 270 
wind pressure 2 0.001 0 0 
wind shear 2 0.0004 0 0 
wind suction 2 0.0008 0 0 
wind pressure 3 0.001 90 0 
wind shear 3 0.0004 90 0 
wind suction 3 0.0008 90 0 
wind pressure 4 0.001 180 0 
wind shear 4 0.0004 180 0 
wind suction 4 0.0008 180 0 
wind pressure 5 0.001 270 0 
wind shear 5 0.0004 270 0 
wind suction 5 0.0008 270 0 

 

Table 4. The structural properties that apply to components of type flat shell. 

Property type Thickness (𝑡𝑡) Young’s modulus (𝑅𝑅) Poisson’s ratio (𝑣𝑣) Mesh division (𝑛𝑛) 
[–] [mm] [N mm-2] [–] [–] 
1  150  30000 0.3 3 

 

Table 5. The structural properties that apply to components of type load panel. 

Property type Thickness (𝑡𝑡) Young’s modulus (𝑅𝑅) Poisson’s ratio (𝑣𝑣) Mesh division (𝑛𝑛) 
[–] [mm] [N mm-2] [–] [–] 
1  150  0.3 0.3 3 
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 Results parameter study 

Table 6 displays the performance development 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜,𝑚𝑚 , 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚 , 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚 , and the mean openness 
development 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚 per parameter configurations 𝑖𝑖. Each parameter configuration is a variation of the values for 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠, 
𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑, 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟, and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 (Equation 11 – 14). Two simulation procedures (𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠) are applied for this parameter study: the 
inheritance procedure (𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) and the reassignment procedure (𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅). A full enumeration of the parameters for facade 
opening ratio (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟) and facade procedure type (𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓) is applied on two case studies (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑), which are illustrated in in 
Figure 19. Design A (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐴𝐴) represents a high-rise building and design B (𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵) resembles a courtyard 
building. More detail on dimensioning and spatial layout of the case studies can be found in Appendix I.  

 

Table 6. Mean performance development 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓  and mean openness development 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚  per parameter configurations 𝑖𝑖 . Each 
parameter configuration is a variation of the values for 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 , 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 , 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 , and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 . A factor 𝑈𝑈�𝑚𝑚  between 0,0 and 1,0 expresses 
increased performance; a factor 𝑈𝑈�𝑚𝑚  larger than 1,0  expresses decreased performance. A factor 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚  between 0,0  and 1,0 
expresses decreased openness; a factor 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚 larger than 1,0 expresses increased openness.  

𝑖𝑖 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 𝑈𝑈�𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜,𝑚𝑚 [-] 𝑈𝑈�𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚 [-] 𝑈𝑈�𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚 [-] 𝑂𝑂�𝑚𝑚  [-] 
1 IN A DV 0.25 0,89 0,56 0,62 0,84 
2 IN A DH 0.25 1,00 0,56 0,87 1,03 
3 IN A DD 0.25 2,89 0,98 3,58 0,84 
4 IN A SV 0.25 1,17 0,72 1,48 1,00 
5 IN A SH 0.25 0,81 0,52 1,14 1,06 
6 IN A SR 0.25 1,55 0,74 1,93 0,88 
7 IN B DV 0.25 1,19 0,91 1,38 0,86 
8 IN B DH 0.25 2,30 0,77 6,39 0,93 
9 IN B DD 0.25 1,51 0,95 1,85 0,91 

10 IN B SV 0.25 0,94 0,73 0,80 1,03 
11 IN B SH 0.25 2,46 0,79 7,42 0,83 
12 IN B SR 0.25 1,90 0,96 3,53 0,86 
13 RE A DV 0.25 0,75 0,50 0,74 1,01 
14 RE A DH 0.25 1,40 0,66 2,74 1,43 
15 RE A DD 0.25 1,14 0,45 1,60 1,02 
16 RE A SV 0.25 1,20 0,57 1,58 1,00 
17 RE A SH 0.25 1,71 0,59 2,32 0,97 
18 RE A SR 0.25 0,79 0,54 0,75 1,04 
19 RE B DV 0.25 0,85 0,59 0,62 1,01 
20 RE B DH 0.25 2,45 0,81 6,68 1,27 
21 RE B DD 0.25 0,89 0,69 0,77 1,01 
22 RE B SV 0.25 0,89 0,58 0,71 1,00 
23 RE B SH 0.25 3,61 0,73 4,62 1,01 
24 RE B SR 0.25 1,13 0,78 1,22 1,02 
25 IN A DV 0.50 1,72 0,88 2,35 0,77 
26 IN A DH 0.50 1,03 0,57 1,13 0,90 
27 IN A DD 0.50 1,61 0,96 2,36 0,77 
28 IN A SV 0.50 1,19 0,70 1,74 0,84 
29 IN A SH 0.50 1,24 0,71 1,90 0,94 
30 IN A SR 0.50 1,33 0,77 2,09 0,83 
31 IN B DV 0.50 1,93 0,94 4,16 0,83 
32 IN B DH 0.50 1,99 0,81 3,80 0,96 
33 IN B DD 0.50 2,43 0,98 5,14 0,76 
34 IN B SV 0.50 1,05 0,79 1,14 0,86 
35 IN B SH 0.50 1,93 0,80 3,31 0,96 
36 IN B SR 0.50 1,93 0,89 4,27 0,85 
37 RE A DV 0.50 1,54 0,80 2,44 1,00 
38 RE A DH 0.50 2,16 0,81 4,10 1,24 
39 RE A DD 0.50 1,26 0,67 1,78 1,01 
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40 RE A SV 0.50 1,14 0,67 1,22 1,00 
41 RE A SH 0.50 1,28 0,55 1,24 0,96 
42 RE A SR 0.50 1,26 0,73 1,58 1,02 
43 RE B DV 0.50 1,14 0,72 0,83 1,00 
44 RE B DH 0.50 2,10 0,85 3,45 1,09 
45 RE B DD 0.50 1,61 0,95 4,07 1,00 
46 RE B SV 0.50 1,25 0,77 1,03 0,99 
47 RE B SH 0.50 3,01 0,92 4,91 0,99 
48 RE B SR 0.50 1,42 0,93 1,39 1,00 
49 IN A DV 0.75 0,75 0,58 0,68 0,77 
50 IN A DH 0.75 1,83 0,91 3,07 0,80 
51 IN A DD 0.75 1,85 0,93 3,20 0,71 
52 IN A SV 0.75 0,97 0,60 1,42 0,77 
53 IN A SH 0.75 1,15 0,74 1,21 0,83 
54 IN A SR 0.75 1,21 0,78 1,58 0,78 
55 IN B DV 0.75 0,86 0,60 1,77 0,88 
56 IN B DH 0.75 1,13 0,71 2,05 0,84 
57 IN B DD 0.75 1,56 0,77 2,23 0,78 
58 IN B SV 0.75 1,07 0,75 1,27 0,80 
59 IN B SH 0.75 1,09 0,71 1,77 0,84 
60 IN B SR 0.75 1,27 0,71 1,76 0,80 
61 RE A DV 0.75 1,38 0,77 1,38 1,01 
62 RE A DH 0.75 1,94 0,93 2,50 1,07 
63 RE A DD 0.75 1,46 0,90 1,77 1,00 
64 RE A SV 0.75 1,48 0,88 2,09 1,00 
65 RE A SH 0.75 1,99 0,84 2,17 1,00 
66 RE A SR 0.75 1,39 0,83 1,77 1,01 
67 RE B DV 0.75 1,59 0,92 1,99 1,00 
68 RE B DH 0.75 1,85 0,95 3,02 1,04 
69 RE B DD 0.75 2,14 0,99 2,46 1,00 
70 RE B SV 0.75 2,04 0,90 3,10 1,00 
71 RE B SH 0.75 2,75 0,96 3,64 1,00 
72 RE B SR 0.75 2,03 0,99 2,58 0,99 
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 In-depth literature study  



Conceptual building design 

Project specifications for a building-to-be have 
added complexity over time. Building specifications 
relate to different AEC domain expertise, e.g. 
urbanism, architecture, construction technology, 
building physics, costs, and environmental and social 
impact (Ritter, Geyer & Borrmann, 2013). Especially, 
the recent sustainability demand for AEC building 
design has increased the complexity of the 
specifications (European Construction Technology 
Platform, 2005).  

The complexities certainly have an adverse effect 
on the generation and evaluation of design alternatives 
in the early design stages. To quantify this effect, a 
study from 2007 examined the duration of one design 
cycle. Flager, & Haymaker (2007) showed that AEC 
domain experts take over one month to complete the 
generation and evaluation of a single design 
alternative. On average, AEC domain experts are 
consequently not able to assess more than three design 
alternatives during the conceptual design phase. From 
this study the conclusion is drawn that AEC building 
design teams are typically inclined to limit the number 
of design alternatives that are taken into account 
(Flager, Welle, Bansal, Soremekun, & Haymaker, 
2009).  

The limited number of design cycles in the early 
design stage has a significant effect on the quality of 
the final building performance. This effect is mainly 
caused by the fact that all subsequent design phases 
heavily rely on the design decisions that are made in 
the early design stage (Chong, Chen, & Leong, 2009). 
In their literature review on concept selection methods 
that were developed during the time span from 1980 
till 2008, Okudan & Tauhid (2008) find that ill-defined 
conceptual design is almost never fixed at later design 
stages (Rezaee, Brown, Augenbroe, & Haymaker, 
2015). Namely, poorly selected conceptual design 
alternatives eventually cause great redesign efforts that 
cannot be afforded financially (Okudan & Tauhid, 
2008). As showed in Section 0, a major cause for these 
difficulties can be found in the existence of 
interdependencies between all AEC domains and their 
accompanying design parameters (Haymaker, Kunz, 
Suter, & Fischer, 2004). 

In this literature study, research is discussed that 
subjects to exploration methods that support engineers 
and designers to rapidly find optimal AEC building 
design in the early design stages. In general, the focus 
of research on design can be subdivided in three 
categories: (i) the design-related expertise developed 
by human beings, (ii) the design support strategies and 
tools, and (iii) the value of design (Cross, 2007). 
Research relating to AEC building design optimization 
prioritizes the second category (Dávila Delgado, 
2014). Several supportive methods have been 
developed to encounter the exploration of design 
search spaces. Most of the recent studies are subjected 
to computational approaches. However, early stage 

optimization of AEC building design can specifically 
benefit from design knowledge of AEC domain 
experts, which relates to the first research category 
(Cross, 2007).  

Improving the interaction between AEC domain 
experts and computerized design support is necessary 
(Ritter et al., 2013). To retrospectively consider the 
concepts of early stage co-evolutionary building 
design optimization both aspects are separately 
introduced. First the origin and influence of AEC 
domain expertise is described, to make an effort during 
early stage building design optimization. Thereafter, 
the development of computerized design support and 
multidisciplinary building design are discussed.  
Complexity of AEC building design 

The complexity of AEC building design 
complicates the process of conceptual building design 
optimization. This complexity arises from two aspects 
that are described in literature: (i) expanding design 
search spaces and the (ii) interdependency of design 
parameters.   

(i) Expanding design search spaces. The design 
solution for AEC building design is found within the 
design search space. Boonstra et al. (2016) use the term 
‘design search space’ to refer to the collection of all 
design solutions. Note that the general concept of a 
design search space is identical for traditional building 
design that only depends on expertise, as for 
optimization methods that relies on computational 
approaches. The size of this collection is determined 
by the amount of design parameters that are taken into 
account. Every AEC building discipline relates to a 
selection of these design parameters. Novel 
technologies introduce new design parameters; the 
design search space also expands due to the initiation 
of new AEC building disciplines (Singh, Gu, & Wang, 
2011). 

(ii) Interdependency of design parameters. As 
described by Haymaker et al. (2004) and Ritter et al. 
(2013), interdependencies exist between AEC building 
disciplines. The interdependencies result from the fact 
that design parameters are shared amongst disciplines 
and/or the existence of (mutually) dependent 
relationships between the design parameters. Björk 
(1992) indicates that these relationships cause an 
absence of a central holder of building information. 
Consequently, AEC domain experts together must 
manage a widespread variety of requirements. This 
absence leads to conflict-prone situations, resulting in 
a design process that involves large numbers of 
decisions and design cycles (Hofmeyer & Dávila 
Delgado, 2013). 

AEC domain expertise 

The optimization of building design has always 
played a significant role in the history of the built 
environment. Even before the introduction of 
computational approaches, designers and engineers 
have consistently been driven by the aim to develop 



optimal AEC building design. In that time, the only 
available tools for building design optimization were 
limited to the existing AEC domain expertise and the 
ability to communicate. Proven and/or promising 
concepts were communicated using paper-based 
practices and mock-ups (Haymaker, Kunz, Suter, & 
Fischer, 2004). This expertise originates from the 
available knowledge within the built environment 
community and experience of AEC domain experts 
(Kalay, 2004). The experience is transferred by the 
existence of ever-evolving design solutions within the 
built environment. Namely, built artifacts represent 
real-world test cases of building performance and 
therefore perform an exemplary role in this 
optimization process. To conclude, traditional building 
design optimization can be defined as a trial-and-error 
strategy, where every built dwelling contributes to the 
expertise of the built environment community.  

The communication between AEC domain 
experts involved in traditional optimization processes 
during the early design stage has been facilitated by 
paper-based practices. Hence, discipline-specific 
views were constructed by overlaying transparent 
drawings. However, these paper-based practices could 
not straightforwardly integrate different disciplines in 
one view. As Haymaker et al. (2004) conclude, this 
traditional approach of communication is often 
difficult, error-prone, and time-consuming. Yet, 
mankind has the capacity to cope with these 
inconveniences. Namely, designers and engineers can 
recognize interdependencies between different 
disciplines (Mora, Bédard, & Rivard, 2008). Despite 
this human ability, traditional building design 
optimization develops slowly over time and 
additionally requires a substantial share of the natural 
resources.  

The moderate learning curve of traditional 
building design optimization does not satisfy today’s 
demands. As Flager, & Haymaker (2007) find, the 
early stage of AEC building design is too short to 
effectively benefit from the optimizing potential of the 
AEC domain experts. The trial-and-error aspect of the 
traditional approach is labor intensive and requires 
considerable time before actual optimization of the 
general built environment is reached. Recent 
developments of computational approaches have 
showed valuable and accurate building design 
optimization methods in the early design stage. A 
selection of these approaches is introduced below. 
However, even though computational approaches can 
substantially overcome human shortcomings, the 
human capacity to aid early stage building design 
optimization should not be ignored.  

Computerized design support 

In addition to the expertise-based approach 
(Section 0), computerized design support already leads 
to more efficiency regarding building design 
optimization in the early stages. Hofmeyer & Dávila 
Delgado (2015) use the term ‘computerized design 

support’ to refer to computational approaches that 
provide descriptive models. Compared to the 
expertise-based approach, these data models facilitate 
fast assessment of AEC building design. However, 
with regard to building design optimization, these 
virtual tools still rely on the expertise of AEC domain 
experts. The data models passively describe AEC 
building design and thereby only supply information 
upon which AEC domain experts can optimize 
building design. And yet, as mentioned in Section 0, 
rapid evaluation of large design search spaces benefits 
the optimization of AEC building design during the 
early stages. Two important descriptive models have 
been developed: Subsection 0 introduces Computer-
aided drafting (CAD) and Subsection 0 elaborates on 
building information modelling (BIM).  
Computer-aided drafting 

Over half a century ago, CAD was introduced to 
construct discipline-specific views of AEC building 
design in a computational environment (Gero, 1983). 
Dávila Delgado (2014) indicates that the introduction 
of CAD provided a faster design process that resulted 
in more productive and complex AEC building 
projects. However, this development is not really 
beneficial in relation to building design optimization 
in the early design stage. Namely, similar to the 
expertise-based approach the design process using 
CAD remains difficult, error-prone, and time-
consuming (Haymaker et al., 2004). Moreover, 
existing interdependencies in AEC building design are 
not recognized. Therefore, CAD lacks the ability to 
uncover potential problems and/or opportunities 
(Mora et al., 2008). 

Building information modelling 

BIM is introduced shortly after CAD and supports 
a collaborative design approach of AEC building 
projects. BIM software offers a virtual environment in 
which a representation of any built object can be 
shared (Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks, & Liston, 2011). 
Using this representation, physical and functional 
characteristics are integrated in one design support 
tool, which benefits the process of collaborative 
decision-making. The application of BIM is not 
limited to buildings exclusively, but also performs a 
decisive role within the field of petrochemical, 
automotive or shipbuilding industry (Volk, Stengel, & 
Schultmann, 2014). Compared to paper-based 
practices and CAD, the BIM technology provides a 
more intelligent simulation of AEC building 
processes. The visualization of parametric design 
gives important insights during the early stage AEC 
building design process (Azhar, 2011). Costs of AEC 
building projects can be estimated more accurately 
using BIM software, which also offers clash detection 
during design (Eastman et al., 2011; Akponeware, & 
Adamu, 2017).  

Research has been dedicated to the 
implementation of multi-objective optimization into 



BIM software. These studies inevitably focus on the 
development of platforms were different AEC domain 
objectives can be assessed simultaneously. 
Optimization tools can either be integrated in the BIM 
software, or a virtual building environment (VBE) is 
created (Bazjanac, 2006). This VBE shares AEC 
domain-specific information among different software 
packages. This software interoperability requires a 
comprehensive data model; the Industry Foundation 
Classes (IFC) is the best-known data model (Bazjanac, 
2006). Examples of BIM-integrated multi-objective 
optimization are given by Clayton, Fudge, & 
Thompson (code reviewing, 2013), Bazjanac (life-
cycle assessment, 2006), and Wetzel & Thabet 
(integration of facility management, 2015). Ritter, 
Geyer, & Borrmann (2015) conclude that BIM-
integrated multi-objective optimization is mainly 
focused on latter design phases of AEC building 
projects. Flager, & Haymaker (2007) share this 
conclusion and report that the focus of BIM-integrated 
optimization is not devoted to the early stages because 
the generation of conceptual design alternatives in 
BIM is still time-consuming. 

Multidisciplinary design optimization 

To support AEC building design teams during the 
exploration of design search spaces, computational 
approaches have been developed to generate and 
optimize building design alternatives. In contrast to the 
descriptive models that are introduced in Section 0, an 
active contribution to the process of AEC building 
design optimization is delivered by these generative 
optimization approaches, i.e. cooperative design 
support. This active role indicates that cooperative 
methods guide AEC design teams by evolving the 
design search space towards an optimum solution. 
Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) benefits 
from cooperative methods because the generation of 
design alternatives can be systematically executed and 
integrated into the optimization procedure. In this 
section two aspects of cooperative methods are 
introduced. Firstly, the principles of optimization are 
discussed in Subsection 0 using single-objective 
examples. Hereafter, two popular approaches of MDO 
are introduced: the (i) aggregative and (ii) Pareto 
optimization method. Secondly, subsection 0  
elaborates on the generation of design alternatives. 
Optimization  

Machairas, Tsangrassoulis, & Axarli (2014) 
define optimization as a method that applies 
simulation tools to discover a minimum (or maximum) 
value of an objective function. Equation I 
demonstrates the classical formulation of an 
optimization problem. To obtain the maximum value 
of this objective function, the method systematically 
assesses design variables that are subjected to a 
number of constraints (Machairas et al., 2014). In 
Equation I the vector of the design variables is 
represented by 𝐗𝐗; Equation II respectively gives a 

typical example of an equality 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) and an inequality 
ℎ(𝑥𝑥) constraint.  

    𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝐗𝐗 
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥  I 

 Subjected to:   
 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ(𝑥𝑥) ≤ 0 II 
   Different single-objective methods have been 

developed, e.g. expert systems, form-finding, topology 
optimization, evolutionary algorithms, and grammars 
(Hofmeyer & Dávila Delgado, 2015). Various AEC 
domains give examples of single-objective 
optimization, e.g. energy consumption is optimized by 
Cheung, Fuller, & Luther (energy-efficient envelope 
design, 2005), and Friess, Rakhshan, Hendawi, & 
Tajerzadeh (wall insulation measures, 2012); user 
comfort is optimized by Bouchlaghem, & Letherman 
(thermal performance, 1990), and Torres, & Sakamoto 
(daylighting systems, 2007); operational costs are 
optimized by Chow, Zhang, Lin, & Song (chiller 
systems, 2002), and Bichiou, & Krarti (HVAC 
envelope design, 2011); structural stiffness is 
optimized by Fuyama, Law, & Krawinkler (member 
sizes of steel frame structures, 1997), and Van 
Steirteghem, De Wilde, Samyn, Verbeeck, & Wattel 
(buckling load of a stayed columns, 2005). However, 
Machairas et al. (2014) reviewed existing building 
design optimization approaches that aid the complex 
design process of AEC building design. They conclude 
that single-disciplinary optimization of early stage 
AEC building design is considered inviable by the 
research community. Single-disciplinary optimization 
does not cover the complete potential of the design 
search space (Machairas et al., 2014).  

(i) Aggregative optimization. Nonetheless, single-
objective problems as displayed in Equation I can be 
applied for multidisciplinary design optimization. For 
this purpose, a weighted sum function is defined to 
obtain a single-objective optimization problem, i.e. the 
linear combination method (Horn, 1997). This type of 
optimization is also known as the aggregative method 
(Chantrelle, Lahmidi, Keilholz, El Mankibi, & Michel, 
2011). In this method every single AEC domain 
objective is normalized and weight factors are applied 
to be able to find (the) best performing set(s) of design 
variables. These parentheses, imply that MDO does 
typically not find a single optimal design solution, but 
instead accomplishes trade-offs (Evins, 2013). For 
instance, the aggregative method is utilized to optimize 
sustainable land use applying economic, 
environmental, and social objectives (Cao, Huang, 
Wang, & Lin, 2012), and residential building design 
applying user comfort and energy performance 
objectives (Bre, Silva, Ghisi, & Fachinotti, 2016). 
However, as indicated by Cao et al. (2012), the 
aggregative method requires prior knowledge of MDO 
problems to define the weight of different objectives. 
In most cases, this knowledge is not available in the 
early design stages. In fact, defining these weight 
factors is considered a rather complex task throughout 
the complete process of AEC building design 



optimization. This complexity originates from the 
sensitivity of the aggregative method because small 
perturbations of the weight factors can have a 
significant influence on the final design (Konak, Coit, 
& Smith, 2006). Therefore, as stipulated by Machairas 
et al. (2014), the inevitable assessment of different 
weight factors is time-consuming. 

(ii) Pareto frontier. A second MDO approach 
does apply multi-objective optimization and is 
proposed by Pareto (1896). In the late 1960’s the early 
work of this Italian economist is recognized to be 
highly relevant for MDO (Horn, 1997). After its 
introduction by Gero, D'Cruz, & Radford (1983), The 
application of Pareto frontiers was acknowledged to be 
a powerful approach for building design optimization 
(Chantrelle et al., 2011). In the context of AEC, this 
approach ranks design alternatives while not being 
dependent on the above-mentioned weight factors. 
Insights are provided in preparation of decision-
making by the generation of a Pareto frontier 
(Machairas et al., 2014). A Pareto frontier is composed 
of non-dominated design solutions, i.e. not any 
solution performs better concerning one of the 
objectives, without decrease of a single other 
objective. As an example, Figure 1 provides a Pareto 
frontier of a data set subjected to two objectives.  

 
Figure 1. Pareto frontier 

Research examples of MDO that make use of 
Pareto frontiers to find optimal AEC building design 
are given by Wright, Loosemore, & Farmani (trade-
offs between initial capital and life-cycle costs of 
thermal comfort optimization, 2002), and Flager et al. 
(structural integrity, daylighting penetration, and costs 
of classroom design optimization, 2009). These 
examples show that the application of Pareto frontiers 
is supportive for conceptual building design because it 
enables exploration of the complete design search 
space. However, as indicated by Cao et al. (2012), 
approaches that apply Pareto frontiers generally show 
dilemmas relating to efficiency and effectiveness 
because it concentrates on exploiting the scope of the 
design search space. These approaches can only be 
beneficial for early stage MDO of AEC building 
design if the optimization algorithm provides fast and 
sophisticated generation and selection of design 
alternatives. Generative algorithms provide this 
proposed generation and selection of design 

alternatives to evolve the design search space towards 
an optimum solution (Machairas et al., 2014). 
Generation 

The efficiency of early stage MDO methods 
substantially depends on the generation of design 
alternatives, i.e. generative methods. Previously, 
procedural approaches were used in attempt to 
automate the generation of design alternatives. One of 
the first examples of the procedural method is 
introduced by Eastman (1973) who automated the 
generation of two-dimensional facility layouts. This 
method provides a systematical exploration of a 
parametric model that is searched by a trajectory-based 
algorithm (Eastman, 1973). However, procedural 
approaches inefficiently apply a complete enumeration 
of all possible alternatives to find the optimal solution 
of the parametric model. This complete enumeration 
inevitably caused so-called combinatorial explosion 
(Hofmeyer & Dávila Delgado, 2015). The research 
community has developed various alternative 
generative methods that are based on either cognitive 
or biological principles. In relation to Pareto 
optimization, these generative methods aim to 
minimize the distance of the generated design 
alternatives to the Pareto frontier (Abraham & Jain, 
2005). Cognitive principles are applied in heuristic 
algorithms. Population-based generative approaches 
are developed using biological principles and 
categorized as meta-heuristic algorithms (Evins, 
2013). Compared to parameter-based generative 
methods, exploring populations, i.e. sub-areas of the 
design search space, is potentially more enlightening 
and more effective in terms of time and computational 
effort (Turrin, Von Buelow, & Stouffs, 2011).  

Glover & Kochenberger (2006) identify three 
classes of meta-heuristic algorithm: Evolutionary 
Algorithms (EA), physics-based algorithms, and 
Swarm Intelligence (SI) algorithms. EA are inspired 
by the biological principles of mutation and evolution 
and can be subdivided in four subcategories: Genetic 
Algorithms, evolutionary programming, covariance 
matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy, and 
differential evolution (Evins, 2013). MDO of AEC 
building design is more commonly solved with a 
genetic algorithm (GA) (Machairas et al., 2014). SI 
algorithms mimic social behavior of fauna. The most 
popular utilization of the SI method is Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) (Abraham & Jain, 2005).  

Below, an elaboration on (i) heuristics 
algorithms, (ii) genetic algorithms, and (iii) particle 
swarm algorithms is given. This elaboration focusses 
on the application of the algorithms for early stage 
MDO of building projects. Thereafter, a crucial 
assumption is discussed that forms the basis for the 
development of these three algorithms. Following 
from this discussion an alternative generative approach 
is introduced, which applies (iv) co-evolutionary 
algorithms.  



(i) Heuristic algorithms. Computational 
adaptations of cognition-based approaches that 
interpret human design processes are named heuristics. 
In principle, a heuristic is a computerized formulation 
of a rule-of-thumb, educated guess, intuitive 
judgement, or common sense (Pearl, 1984).  Kalay 
(2004) denotes that heuristics do not ensure to find 
optimal solution, or any solution at all. However, 
heuristic methods provide high probability of 
obtaining AEC building design alternatives that 
optimally perform (Evins, 2013). Therefore, heuristics 
can significantly benefit MDO processes because 
certain design rules can be integrated that prevent 
combinatorial explosions.  

Heuristics are experience-, knowledge-, and/or 
rule-based; the latter also known as grammars (Kalay, 
2004). Experience-based heuristics have been inspired 
on the concept of adopting knowledge of other 
domains and use this knowledge to synthesize design 
solutions, i.e. analogical methods. A second 
experience-based heuristic aims to use old solutions as 
a starting point for the development of solutions for 
similar problems, i.e. case-based methods. 
Knowledge-based heuristics describes general 
applicable procedures extracted from existing 
expertise (Section 0. describes the origin of this 
expertise), i.e. expert systems. Expert systems can 
efficiently steer the generation of design alternatives 
into promising directions, i.e. subareas of the design 
search space where optimal solutions are more likely 
to be found (Kalay, 2004). However, as discussed by 
Verhagen, Bermell-Garcia, van Dijk, & Curran, 
(2012), existing expert systems that encapsulate 
specific AEC domain expertise tend to become black-
boxes.  

Grammars have been developed for different 
AEC domains; shape grammars, which are introduced 
by Stiny (1980), have been studied actively. Shape 
grammars encode components of both experience- and 
knowledge-based heuristics into a language for 
geometrical design. These compositional rules have 
been applied during the design of well-known 
building, e.g. Frank Lloyd Wright's prairie houses 
(Stiny, 1980), and Palladio's villas (Stiny & Mitchell, 
1978). Applications of shape grammars mostly relate 
to the conceptual phase of AEC building design as 
illustrated by Ruiz-Montiel, Boned, Gavilanes, 
Jiménez, Mandow, & Pérez-de-la-Cruz (shape 
grammars combined with machine learning, 2013). 
Examples of early stage design grammars relating to 
other AEC domains are presented by Geyer 
(component-oriented grammar for structural design, 
2008), and Youssef, Zhai, & Reffat (building 
envelopes optimized for photovoltaics integration, 
2018).  

(ii) Genetic algorithms. Evolutionary multi-
objective optimization algorithms (EMOA’s) that 
relate to AEC building design are primarily 
implemented using GA’s (Dávila Delgado, 2014). For 
instance, most of the studies that have been used to 

exemplify aggregative or Pareto optimization apply 
GA’s, e.g. Bre et al. (2016), Cao et al. (2012), Konak 
et al. (2006), and Wright et al. (2002). The first 
implementation of MDO using GA’s has been 
introduced by Schaffer (1985). GA’s are based on the 
Darwinian principle, i.e. survival of the fittest; they 
mimic biological evolution by the generation of small 
populations (Evins, 2013). Each population is 
initialized stochastically, i.e. with a random set of 
design alternative. Their performances are evaluated 
using a fitness function. Thereafter, the best 
performing design alternatives are selected to be 
passed to some kind of operator. Inheritance, mutation, 
selection and cross-over operators are frequently 
applied and generate new populations for succeeding 
iterations. Two well-known GA’s are studied and 
applied on a large scale and present reliable results, 
namely: the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic 
Algorithm (NSGA-II) and the S-Metric Selection 
Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization Algorithm 
(SMS-EMOA). The NSGA-II is introduced by Deb, 
Pratap, Agarwal, & Meyarivan (2002) and the SMS-
EMOA by Beume, Naujoks, & Emmerich (2007). 
GA’s are also implemented in optimization platforms 
that support sustainable building design, e.g. GenOpt 
(Wetter, 2000). 

 (iii) Particle swarm algorithms. Compared to the 
application of GA’s, multi-disciplinary design 
optimization of AEC building design is not frequently 
solved using PS algorithms (Machairas et al., 2014). 
Optimization using the PS theory is introduced by 
Eberhart & Kennedy (1995) and inspired by swarms of 
animals, e.g. bird flocking and fish schooling. 
Translated into a computational approach, Eberhart & 
Kennedy (1995) developed a PS algorithm that applies 
global searches for the best position in the swarm, 
which represents the design search space (Evins, 
2013). The PS algorithm stochastically initializes a 
swarm of particles, which represent the design 
alternatives; the particles are assigned with a random 
velocity. Applying straightforward mathematical 
formulae, the particles are moved around in the design 
search space. This relocation is based on the historic 
position and velocity of a participle and that of its 
associates. A single particle is relocated according to 
the local best position in space; therefore, as a unity the 
particle swarm is expected to find global optima 
(Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995). Examples of MDO of 
AEC building design using PS algorithms are 
presented by Bichiou, & Krarti (HVAC envelope 
design, 2011), and Yang, Wang, L., & Wang, Z. 
(energy and comfort management in smart building, 
2011). PS algorithms are also implemented in 
optimization platforms that support sustainable 
building design, e.g. GenOpt (Wetter, 2000). 

 (iv) Co-evolutionary algorithms. The 
development of the algorithms introduced above starts 
from the (implicit) assumption that design search 
spaces do not change over time (Hofmeyer & Dávila 
Delgado, 2015). This assumption is based on the idea 



that building design processes are executed as search, 
i.e. reduction of the design search space until the 
optimal design is found, or as exploration, i.e. 
changing focus on different sub-areas of design search 
spaces until the optimal design is found (Simon, 1969). 
However, the requirements of a multi-objective design 
problem are often not defined in advance and evolve 
over time (Abraham & Jain, 2005). The origin of ill-
defined multi-objective design problems is studied by 
Haymaker et al. (2004) and Ritter et al. (2013). 
EMOA’s do not account for changing requirements; 
therefore, complicated correlations between variables 
belonging to different AEC domains are unlikely to be 
discovered (Haymaker et al., 2004). Consequently, 
unknown areas of design search spaces possibly lead 
to suboptimal design solutions.  

Therefore, Maher (2000) developed a co-
evolutionary model that enables interaction between 
requirements and solutions of spatial design problems. 
Similar to EMOA’s, the co-evolutionary approach is 
inspired by biological principles. Co-evolution is 
observed in nature when two or more species strongly 
interact and as a result their evolutionary fitness 
depends upon each other (Hillis, 1990). Translated into 
a computational algorithm, Maher (2000) developed a 
co-evolutionary model that applies two interacting 
search spaces: a solution and a problem search space. 
Both search spaces are explored using simple GA’s. 
However, the applied fitness functions are differently 
devised compared to conventional GA’s. Namely, the 
mutual interaction of the two search spaces leads to 
continuously redefined fitness. To simultaneously 
search and evaluate design alternatives in both 
problem and solution search spaces, Maher (2000) 
used each space as the basis for the fitness function of 
the evolution of the other space. The fitness of a 
solution describes to what extent it deals with the 
current optimal problem. Likewise, the fitness of a 
problem describes to what extent the current optimal 
solution evaluates it (Maher, 2000). 

The co-evolutionary model presented by Maher 
(2000) is demonstrated using the exploration of 
structural designs for braced frames (Maher, Poon, & 
Boulanger, 1996) and a real design case: the Sydney 
Opera House (Maher, & Poon, 1996). Areas of spatial 
design search space that were not defined prior to the 
start of the process are explored, because the co-
evolutionary model allows spatial modifications 
during the optimization. These demonstrations 
subsequently show promising results with regards to 
the explorative design support that is provided by the 
co-evolutionary model. The framework of the model 
enables a changing focus of the design exploration. 
Therefore, this computational method is beneficial to 
the AEC domain experts who prefer to thoroughly 
examine conceptual design search spaces. 
Nonetheless, Maher et al. (1996) underline that the co-
evolutionary model shows instability, i.e. replication 
of a specific exploration produces different results. 
This instability is not necessarily undesirable because 

it imitates unpredictable human design behavior 
(Maher et al., 1996).  

Encouraged by these results a number of other 
models that apply co-evolutionary algorithms are 
presented in the field of AEC building design 
optimization. He & Wang (2007) propose an approach 
for co-evolutionary defined penalties for a constrained 
optimization problem using PS algorithms. A 
constrained problem of a structural design for a welded 
beam is used to benchmark this Co-evolutionary 
Particle Swarm Optimization (CSPO) method. 
Another structural application of co-evolution is 
presented by Kouchmeshky, Aquino, Bongard, & 
Lipson (2007), who developed a co-evolutionary 
algorithm for structural damage identification, which 
is named the Estimation Exploration Algorithm 
(EEA). Using this EEA they aim to minimize the 
number of physical tests that are necessary to validate 
truss bridge design. The EEA applies GA’s and 
maximizes the response of a selection of physical tests 
(Kouchmeshky et al., 2007).  

Both CSPO and the EEA do relate to AEC 
building design; however, they do not perform 
optimization of preliminary design, but instead focus 
on detailed problems. A more conceptual application 
of co-evolutionary algorithms in relation to AEC 
building design optimization is developed by 
Hofmeyer & Dávila Delgado (2015). Their co-
evolutionary strategy accommodates an MDO of early 
stage AEC building design. They introduced the 
Building Spatial Optimization Toolbox (BSO 
Toolbox), which is developed to be able to compare 
the performance of this co-evolutionary strategy and 
genetic algorithms. The BSO Toolbox allows spatial 
modifications during this process of optimization, 
which simulates a co-evolutionary design process of 
spatial and structural design. A grammar is arranged 
that defines structural design based on the spatial 
design. This structural design is assessed via the 
application of finite element method. After the 
introduction of the BSO Toolbox, the applied GA’s are 
further developed by Van Der Blom et al. (2016). They 
studied evolutionary algorithms to find Pareto 
frontiers, e.g. the NSGA-II and the SMS-EMOA. In 
addition to these already existing evolutionary 
algorithms, Van der Blom et al. (2016) generated an 
adapted version of the SMS-EMOA method, which is 
tailored for building spatial design optimization by the 
addition of new initialization and mutation operators 
(Boonstra et al., 2017). The use of these advanced 
algorithms leads to an optimization strategy that 
provides performance analysis on beforehand and 
reduces the computational time by a co-evolutionary 
procedure that effectively select design alternatives. 
This dynamic procedure is envisioned to navigate 
through large design search spaces and finds local 
optima by use of heuristic. Thereafter, a sub-domain of 
the design search space, which relates to the found 
local optima, is appointed for further research by a 
more extensive algorithm (Boonstra et al., 2017). 
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 Validation load panel component 

  



Building designs 

The building design that is applied for the 
validation of the Load Panel component comprises 
of a single space; the building design that is applied in 
the reduction factor study comprises of multiple 
spaces. The geometry of the spaces in the initial 
building designs are cuboid; the dimension of a single 
cuboid space, i.e. height, depth, and width, equals three 
meters. Both building designs comprise of Load 
Panel and Flat-Shell component(s) in the SD 
model. The material properties of the Load Panel 
are introduced in the benchmarks; the material 
properties of the Flat-Shell components are given 
in Table 1.  

(i) Single space. Building design I comprises of a 
single space; in the SD model one of its four vertical 
surfaces is initialized with a Load Panel 
component. The remaining vertical surfaces, as well as 
the horizontal surfaces consists of Flat-Shell 
components. The structural grammar only subjects the 
single Load Panel component to a wind pressure 
that equals 1.0 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚2 perpendicular to the surface. 
All other components remain unloaded. Constraints 
are applied to each of the bottom edges of the 
horizontal Flat-Shell component at the bottom of 
the building design I. Figure 1 gives a graphical 
representation of building design I, which is used for 
the benchmark. 

(ii) Multiple spaces. Building design II comprises 
of eight story levels; each level contains three-by-three 
spaces. The topology of building design II resembles 
the spatial design of the benchmark that is earlier 
applied by Hofmeyer & Dávila Delgado (2015). The 
live load, wind load cases, and constraints that are 
applied in building design II are also from that 
reference. Different from the reference, building 
design II contains openings over the complete facade 
of the building, all four sides. In the SD model, the 
facade openings are initialized as Load Panel 
components; the remaining surfaces consist of Flat-
Shell components. Figure 2 gives a graphical 
representation of building design II, which is used for 
the parameter study. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Building design I 

 
 

Table 1. Properties of a Flat-Shell element (reinforced 
concrete) 

Thickness (t) 150 mm 
Young’s modulus (E) 30,000 N/mm2 
Poisson’s ratio (υ) 0.3  

 

Benchmark 

In this benchmark, the structural behavior of the 
Load Panel component is analyzed using building 
design I. The benchmark focuses on the load-
transferring capacity of the new component. This 
capacity is required to realistically represent the frame-
based support structure of facade-opening systems in a 
structural analysis. The study analyzes how the Load 
Panel component transfers lateral loads to the main 
building structure. Therefore, only the facade opening 
is loaded with a lateral pressure.  

The load-transferring capacity of the Load 
Panel component is analyzed for different mesh 
distributions, reduction factors and conformal models. 
The mesh size is controlled by the implementation of 
different mesh divisions. Different conformal models 
are generated using an additional space. At the 
opposite side of the facade opening in Building design 
I, a smaller space is placed adjacent to the existing 
space. Due to this additional space, the conformal 
model of Building design I has multiple Load Panel 
component implemented at the position of the facade 
opening. Figure 3 shows three configuration that are 
used for this study. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Building design II 



   
1. Additional space at corner 

position 
2. Additional space at edge 

position 
3. Additional space at middle 

position 
   Figure 3. Load Panel component manipulated during conformation

A procedure is written that enables the invocation 
of specific nodal element forces (NEF) of the Load 
Panel component. Using this procedure, the NEF 
parallel to the surface loads are called that connect to 
the main building. Regarding the different 
configurations, the study analyzes how the total lateral 
force is transferred to the main building structure. 
None of the analyses show differences between the 
total force of the applied surface loads and the resulting 
total of the NEF. Therefore, this benchmark supports 
the conclusion that, regardless the configuration, the 
Load Panel component fully transfers the lateral 
loading to the main building structure.  

 

 
Figure 4. Benchmark: common distribution of surface loads 

onto neighboring structure 

The benchmark additionally provides insight in 
the shape of the nodal element force distribution over 
the length, or width of a Load Panel component. 
Figure 4 illustrates the basic configuration that is used 
to study the distribution. This example focusses on the 
upper edge of the component. The surface loads are 
distributed over the four edges of the component. The 
upper edge can be modelled as a beam on two supports 
and a triangular distribution of surface loads. 
Therefore, the force distribution over the edge of the 
component is expected to be polynomial. Figure 5 
visualizes the nodal element force distribution over the 
width of a component. The distribution describes this 
expected polynomial distribution. The plate being 
clamped at all edges also causes the negative NEF at 
the corners. The distribution showed in Figure 5 
represents the Load Panel component that is 
implemented in building design I, with a reduction 
factor (RF) that equals 100000. Other studies, 
implemented with different mesh distributions and 
reduction factors, show similar parabola shapes; these 
distributions are displayed in Figure 7 till Figure 19. 

The findings of these visualization support the 
conclusion that, regardless the configuration, the 
Load Panel component transfers lateral loads as 
expected. 
 

 
Figure 5. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 100000; mesh 
size 300 mm 

Parameter study 

The reduction factor for manipulating the applied 
Young’s modulus of the Load Panel component is 
determined using a convergence study. Using this 
parameter, the stiffening effects of the Load Panel 
component on the overall building stability are 
reduced. The aim of the convergence study is to find a 
reduction factor that provides these structural 
characteristic, without introducing issues regarding the 
application of infinitesimal stiffnesses. Namely, 
infinitesimal stiffnesses will eventually cause 
singularities in the global stiffness matrix. This 
singularity prevents the FEM-solver from finding 
structural solutions.  

To develop a generally applicable Load Panel 
component, the reduction factor must be conservative. 
For this purpose, the building design optimally 
contributes the convergence study if its structural 
behavior is substantially affected by changes of the 
reduction factor. Therefore, the reduction factor is 
defined using building design II. This design 
approaches a worst-case scenario in terms of overall 
building stability. Because Load Panel components 
are implemented over the complete facade, their 
reduced stiffnesses are located at crucial structural 
positions. Additionally, this design resembles mid-rise 
buildings and consequently its structural response for 
the applied lateral loading is significant. Accordingly, 
the reduction factor that follows from this benchmark 



is conservative, which is relevant for the preliminary 
character of the BSO Toolbox. 

 
Figure 6. Convergence study of the reduction factor 

Figure 6 gives the result of the convergence study. 
At the x-axis the reduction factor logarithmically 
increases. The y-axis displays the total compliance of 
building design II that is subjected to this increasing 
reduction factor. The compliance that belongs to Load 

Panel components is excluded from this total 
compliance. Therefore, the increase of the total 
building compliance is completely attributed to the 
loss of overall building stability. The compliance 
converges to an almost constant level at reduction 
factor 1,0 ∗ 105; here, the total building compliance 
approximates 3,4 ∗ 106 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 

If the reduction factor would be implemented 
with a value lower then 1,0 ∗ 105, the Load Panel 
component is not generally applicable for the 
considered cases. If the reduction factor would be 
implemented with a value higher then 1,0 ∗ 105, the 
Load Panel component is sensitive to singularity in 
the global stiffness matrix. Concluding, to prevent 
these effects, the conservative reduction factor for 
Load Panel components is implemented with a 
value of 1,0 ∗ 105.

 

 
Figure 7. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 1; mesh size 
300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction = 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 8. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 10; mesh size 
300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction = 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 9. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 100; mesh size 
300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction = 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 10. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 1000; mesh 

size 300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction = 
9000 N 

 

 
Figure 11. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 10000; mesh 

size 300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction = 
9000 N 

 

 
Figure 12. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 100000; 

mesh size 300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction 
= 9000 N 

 

 



 
Figure 13. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 1000000; 

mesh size 300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction 
= 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 14. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 10000000; 

mesh size 300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction 
= 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 15. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 100000000; 
mesh size 300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction 

= 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 16. Structural behavior benchmark; RF 1000000000; 
mesh size 300 mm; Summation of all NEF in the y-direction 

= 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 17. Structural behavior benchmark; Manipulation 

type 1; RF 100000; mesh size 100/200 mm; Summation of all 
NEF in the y-direction = 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 18. Structural behavior benchmark; Manipulation 
type 2; RF 100000; mesh size 100 mm; Summation of all 

NEF in the y-direction = 9000 N 

 

 
Figure 19. Structural behavior benchmark; Manipulation 
type 3; RF 100000; mesh size 100 mm; Summation of all 

NEF in the y-direction = 9000 N 
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 Source code 

In this appendix, the source code of the implementation for facade openings introduced in this paper is 
presented. Figure 33 denotes how the implementations are related to the source code: source code for the 
Optimization Method can be found in HEURISTICS_HPP; source code for the Rectangle Properties can be found 
in RECTANGLE_PROPERTIES_HPP; source code for the Facade Settings can be found in 
FACADE_SETTINGS_HPP; source code for the Facade Procedure can be found in 
FACADE_PROCEDURE_HPP.  

 

 
Figure 33. UML class diagram of the implementation together with the relevant parts of the existing BSO Toolbox that are 
used for the enrichment of a BSD with facade openings. Source code is denoted that can be found in this appendix. 



1   #ifndef HEURISTICS_HPP
2   #define HEURISTICS_HPP
3   
4   #include <BSO/Spatial_Design/Movable_Sizable.hpp>
5   #include <BSO/Trim_And_Cast.hpp>
6   
7   #ifdef SD_ANALYSIS_HPP
8   #include <BSO/Structural_Design/SD_Results.hpp>
9   #endif

10   
11   #include <iostream>
12   #include <map>
13   #include <vector>
14   #include <cmath>
15   
16   namespace BSO {
17   
18       #ifdef SD_ANALYSIS_HPP
19       Spatial_Design::MS_Building SD_change_x_spaces(Spatial_Design::MS_Building& current_design,
20                                                      Structural_Design::SD_Building_Results& 

sd_results,
21                                                      int initial_space_total,
22                                                      unsigned int changes)
23       {
24           Spatial_Design::MS_Building new_design = current_design;
25   
26           int current_space_total = current_design.obtain_space_count(); // amount of spaces in 

the current design
27           int missing_spaces = initial_space_total - current_space_total;
28           double initial_volume = current_design.get_volume();
29   
30           if (((double)changes/(double)current_space_total > 0.5 && missing_spaces == 0) || 

((double)missing_spaces/(double)initial_space_total) > 0.5)
31           { // checks if not more than half of the spaces are assigned for change, if so, 

SD_change_x_spaces is not valid
32               std::cerr << "Too few spaces in the building for the intended number of changes, 

existing now...(heuristics.hpp)" << std::endl;
33               exit(1);
34           }
35   
36           std::map<int, double> sd_performances; // first = space ID, second = m_rel_performance
37           typedef std::map<int, double>::iterator space_ite;
38   
39           for (unsigned int i = 0; i < sd_results.m_spaces.size(); i++)
40           { // for each space result get the relative performance and space ID and put them in 

sd_performances
41               sd_performances[sd_results.m_spaces[i].m_ID] = 

sd_results.m_spaces[i].m_rel_performance;
42           }
43   
44           std::vector<int> space_performances_ordered; // space ID, ordered over 

m_rel_performance [0 - 1]
45   
46           //create an ordered list that maps space performances to their space ID
47           for (space_ite ite = sd_performances.begin(); ite != sd_performances.end(); ite++)
48           { // for each space ID in the map store the relative performance in an ordered vector
49               bool space_inserted = false;
50               for (unsigned int i = 0; i < space_performances_ordered.size(); i++)
51               {
52                   if (ite->second < sd_performances[space_performances_ordered[i] ])
53                   { // if the space's performance is smaller than one of the already inserted 

spaces, add the space ID in front of this performance
54                       space_performances_ordered.insert(space_performances_ordered.begin() + i, 

ite->first);
55                       space_inserted = true;
56                       break;
57                   }
58               }
59               if (!space_inserted)
60               { // if the space's performance is not smaller than any of the already inserted 

spaces, add it to the back of the vector
61                   space_performances_ordered.push_back(ite->first);
62               }
63               space_inserted = false;
64           }
65   
66           //remove the worst space(s) until intended number is reached
67           if (sd_results.m_stable && missing_spaces == 0)



68           {   //if building is stable and does not violate constraints
69               for (unsigned int i = 0; i < changes; i++)
70               {
71                   // delete spaces with lowest performance until valid amount of spaces are deleted
72                   

new_design.delete_space(new_design.get_space_index(space_performances_ordered.front()));
73   
74                   // erase corresponding space ID's from the ordered list
75                   space_performances_ordered.erase(space_performances_ordered.begin());
76               }
77           }
78           else if (!sd_results.m_stable)
79           { //if building is not stable
80               for (auto& ite_space : sd_results.m_spaces)
81               { // for each space
82                   if(ite_space.m_is_free_dofs_space)
83                   { // delete all spaces that have points with free DOFs
84                       new_design.delete_space(new_design.get_space_index(ite_space.m_ID));
85                   }
86               }
87           }
88   
89           if (sd_results.m_stable)
90           {
91               //split the best space(s) until initial number is restored
92               unsigned int required_changes = (missing_spaces > 0) ? missing_spaces : changes;
93               unsigned int required_increments = required_changes;
94               double min_w = 1500, min_d = 1500; // minimal required dimensions, i.e. minimal 

depth and width
95   
96               for (unsigned int i = 0; i < required_increments; i++)
97               {   // for the number of required increments, i.e. changes per iteration + 

constraint violations
98                   if (space_performances_ordered.empty())
99                   {   // check if the number of spaces that are available for splitting suffice

100                       std::cerr << "Did not find " << required_changes << " valid space(s) for 
splitting, exiting now..." << std::endl;

101                       exit(1);
102                   }
103   
104                   unsigned int index_selected_for_splitting = 

new_design.get_space_index(space_performances_ordered.back()); // space index
105                   // obtain space with highest performance to check if this space is valid for 

splitting, i.e. does not violate minimal required dimensions
106   
107                   Spatial_Design::MS_Space considered_space = 

new_design.obtain_space(index_selected_for_splitting);
108   
109   if(abs(considered_space.width - considered_space.depth) < 0.1 && 

(considered_space.width  >= min_w))
110   { // split parallel to y-axis if width and depth are equal
111   new_design.split_space(index_selected_for_splitting, 0);
112   
113                       // erase corresponding space ID's from the ordered list
114                       space_performances_ordered.pop_back();
115                       continue;
116   }
117                   else if ((considered_space.width  >= considered_space.depth) && 

(considered_space.width  >= min_w))
118                   {   // split parallel to y-axis if the dimension in x-direction is largest and 

larger than the minimal required width
119   
120                       new_design.split_space(index_selected_for_splitting, 0);
121   
122                       // erase corresponding space ID's from the ordered list
123                       space_performances_ordered.pop_back();
124                       continue;
125                   }
126                   else if ((considered_space.width < considered_space.depth) && 

(considered_space.depth  >= min_d))
127                   {   // split parallel to x-axis if the dimension in y-direction is largest and 

larger than the minimal required depth
128                       new_design.split_space(index_selected_for_splitting, 1);
129   
130                       // erase corresponding space ID's from the ordered list
131                       space_performances_ordered.pop_back();
132                       continue;
133                   }



134                   else
135                   {   // considered_space violates minimal required dimensions, erase space ID 

from the ordered list
136                       space_performances_ordered.pop_back();
137   
138                       // increment the condition of the for loop to agree the required number of 

changes
139                       required_increments++;
140                   }
141               }
142   
143               //snap space dimensions to grid
144               unsigned int grid = 10;
145               new_design.snap_on(grid);
146   
147               //scale up the design to its original volume
148               double new_volume = new_design.get_volume();
149               double scale_ratio = sqrt(initial_volume/new_volume);
150   
151               new_design.scale_x(scale_ratio);
152               new_design.scale_y(scale_ratio);
153           }
154   
155           //force the design to have its building origin at z = 0
156           new_design.reset_z_zero();
157   
158           return new_design;
159       } // change_x_spaces()
160   #endif
161   
162   } // namespace BSO
163   #endif // HEURISTICS_HPP
164   



1   #ifndef RECTANGLE_PROPERTIES_HPP
2   #define RECTANGLE_PROPERTIES_HPP
3   
4   #include <iostream>
5   #include <cstdlib>
6   
7   #include <Facade/Facade_Settings.hpp>
8   
9   namespace BSO { namespace Grammar {

10   
11   enum class orientation {UNDEFINED, WALL, FLOOR, ARG_COUNT};
12   enum class position {UNDEFINED, INTERNAL, EXTERNAL, ARG_COUNT};
13   enum class external_type {UNDEFINED, FACADE, GROUND_FLOOR, ROOF, ARG_COUNT};
14   enum class face_type {OPEN, CLOSED, ARG_COUNT};
15   
16   struct Rectangle_Properties
17   {
18       bool m_associated; // toggles if the rectangle (geometry entity) is associated to any 

surface (building design entity)
19   
20   orientation m_orientation; // holds the orientation of the rectangle, i.e. wall or floor
21       position m_position; // holds the position of the rectangle in the building, i.e. internal 

or external
22       external_type m_external_type; // holds the type of the external rectangle, i.e. facade, 

ground floor or roof
23       face_type m_face_type; // used for open/closed assignment of rectangle by 

Facade_Procedure.hpp
24   
25       double m_angle_of_elevation;
26       unsigned int m_surface_count;
27   
28       Spatial_Design::Geometry::Rectangle* m_rectangle; // pointer to the rectangle in the 

conformal model (to be determined if it will be added and if it will which properties it will get)
29       Grammar_Settings* m_grammar_settings; // holds the conversion tables for SD design
30   
31       Rectangle_Properties()
32       {
33   m_associated = false;
34   m_orientation = orientation::UNDEFINED;
35           m_position = position::UNDEFINED;
36           m_external_type = external_type::UNDEFINED;
37           m_face_type = face_type::CLOSED;
38   
39           m_grammar_settings = nullptr;
40       }
41   
42       void apply_rules();
43   
44   };
45   
46   void Rectangle_Properties::apply_rules()
47   {
48       // define association
49       m_associated = ((m_surface_count == 0) ? false : true);
50       if(m_surface_count > 2)
51       { // if too many surfaces are associated to this rectangle
52           std::cerr << "Error in defining association of rectangle, exiting 

now...(Rectangle_Properties.hpp)" << std::endl;
53           exit(1);
54       }
55   
56   // define orientation of rectangle
57       if(m_orientation == orientation::UNDEFINED && m_angle_of_elevation <= 45)
58       { // if the rectangle has not been defined yet, and has an angle of elevation smaller than 

45 degrees, then assign it as a wall
59           m_orientation = orientation::WALL;
60       }
61       else if (m_orientation == orientation::UNDEFINED)
62       { // if the rectangle has not been defined yet, and has an angle of elevation greater than 

45 degrees, then assign it as a floor
63           m_orientation = orientation::FLOOR;
64       }
65       else
66       {
67           std::cerr << "Error in defining orientation of rectangle, exiting 

now...(Rectangle_Properties.hpp)" << std::endl;
68           exit(1);
69       }



70   
71       // define position of rectangle
72       if(m_position == position::UNDEFINED && m_surface_count == 2)
73       { // if the rectangle has not been defined yet, and has an angle of elevation smaller than 

45 degrees, then assign it as a wall
74           m_position = position::INTERNAL;
75       }
76       else if (m_position == position::UNDEFINED && m_surface_count == 1)
77       { // if the rectangle has not been defined yet, and has an angle of elevation greater than 

45 degrees, then assign it as a floor
78           m_position = position::EXTERNAL;
79   
80           if (m_external_type == external_type::UNDEFINED && m_orientation == orientation::WALL)
81           {
82               m_external_type = external_type::FACADE;
83           }
84           else if (m_external_type == external_type::UNDEFINED && m_orientation == 

orientation::FLOOR)
85           {
86               if (m_rectangle->get_center_vertex_ptr()->get_coords()(2) < 0.01)
87               { // if the center coordinate is below z-coordinate: 0.01, then assign it as a 

ground floor
88                   m_external_type = external_type::GROUND_FLOOR;
89               }
90               else
91               { // otherwise it is a roof
92                   m_external_type = external_type::ROOF;
93               }
94           }
95           else
96           { // if orientation is not defined yet
97           std::cerr << "Error in defining external type of rectangle, exiting 

now...(Rectangle_Properties.hpp)" << std::endl;
98           exit(1);
99           }

100       }
101   } // apply_rules()
102   
103   } // namespace Grammar
104   } // namespace BSO
105   #endif // Rectangle_Properties_HPP
106   



1   #ifndef FACADE_PROCEDURE_HPP
2   #define FACADE_PROCEDURE_HPP
3   
4   namespace BSO { namespace Grammar { namespace Facade {
5   
6   typedef std::map<Spatial_Design::Geometry::Rectangle*, Rectangle_Properties> Rect_Props_Map;
7   typedef std::vector<Spatial_Design::Geometry::Rectangle*> Rect_Ptrs;
8   typedef std::map<int, Rect_Ptrs> Rect_Map;
9   typedef std::vector<Rect_Ptrs> Lay_Vec;

10   
11       void select_rect_candidates(Rect_Props_Map&, Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
12       void select_procedure(Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
13       void assign_rect_open(Rect_Props_Map&, Rect_Ptrs&);
14   
15       void stochastic_horizontal(Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
16       void stochastic_vertical(Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
17   void stochastic_rectangle(Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
18   
19       void deterministic_horizontal(Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
20       void deterministic_vertical(Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
21       void deterministic_diagonal(Rect_Ptrs&, Facade::Settings&);
22   
23       Rect_Map get_collection(Rect_Ptrs&, unsigned int);  // int defines the collection that is 

called;
24                                                           // 0 = North-South, 1 = East-West, 2 = 

Horizontal/elevation
25   
26       Rect_Map get_layer_map(Rect_Ptrs&, unsigned int);   // int defines the cardinal directions 

of the columns
27                                                           // 0 = North, 1 = East, 2 = South, 3 = 

West
28   
29       Lay_Vec get_vertical_layers(Rect_Ptrs&);
30       Lay_Vec get_horizontal_layers(Rect_Ptrs&);
31   
32       void randomize(std::vector<int>&, Facade::Settings&);
33       void randomize_first_opening(int&, unsigned int);
34   
35       void run_procedure(Rect_Props_Map& rect_props_sets, Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& 

settings)
36       {
37           select_rect_candidates(rect_props_sets, rect_ptrs, settings);
38           select_procedure(rect_ptrs, settings);
39           assign_rect_open(rect_props_sets, rect_ptrs);
40       } // run_procedure()
41   
42       void select_rect_candidates(Rect_Props_Map& rect_props_sets, Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, 

Facade::Settings& settings)
43       {
44           switch (settings.candidates_key)
45           {
46               case Facade::candidates::FACADE:
47                   for (const auto& ite : rect_props_sets)
48                   {
49                       if (ite.second.m_external_type != external_type::FACADE)
50                       {
51   rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), 

ite.first), rect_ptrs.end());
52                       }
53                   }
54                   break;
55               case Facade::candidates::ALL:
56                   for (const auto& ite : rect_props_sets)
57                   {
58                      if (ite.second.m_orientation != orientation::WALL)
59                      {
60                          rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), 

ite.first), rect_ptrs.end());
61                      }
62   }
63                   break;
64               case Facade::candidates::ARG_COUNT:
65                   std::cerr << " Error in ARG_COUNT of select_rect_candidates(), exiting now... 

(Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
66                   exit(1);
67               default:
68                   std::cerr << " Error in default case of select_rect_candidates(), exiting 

now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;



69                   exit(1);
70           }
71       } // select_rect_candidates()
72   
73       void select_procedure(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& settings)
74       {
75   switch (settings.procedure_key)
76           {
77               case Facade::procedure::ALL_OPEN:
78                   break;
79               case Facade::procedure::ALL_CLOSED:
80                   rect_ptrs.clear();
81                   break;
82               case Facade::procedure::STOCHASTIC:
83                   switch (settings.stochastic_key)
84                   {
85                       case Facade::stochastic_type::RECTANGLE:
86                           stochastic_rectangle(rect_ptrs, settings);
87                           break;
88   case Facade::stochastic_type::HORIZONTAL:
89                           stochastic_horizontal(rect_ptrs, settings);
90                           break;
91                       case Facade::stochastic_type::VERTICAL:
92                           stochastic_vertical(rect_ptrs, settings);
93                           break;
94                       case Facade::stochastic_type::ARG_COUNT:
95                           std::cerr << "Error in stochastic_key (ARG_COUNT) of 

procedure_method(), exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
96                           exit(1);
97                       default:
98                           std::cerr << "Error in stochastic_key (default) of procedure_method(), 

exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
99                           exit(1);

100                   }
101                   break;
102               case Facade::procedure::DETERMINISTIC:
103   settings.get_chain();
104   
105                   switch (settings.deterministic_key)
106                   {
107                       case Facade::deterministic_type::HORIZONTAL:
108                           deterministic_horizontal(rect_ptrs, settings);
109                           break;
110                       case Facade::deterministic_type::VERTICAL:
111                           deterministic_vertical(rect_ptrs, settings);
112                           break;
113                       case Facade::deterministic_type::DIAGONAL:
114                           deterministic_diagonal(rect_ptrs, settings);
115                           break;
116                       case Facade::deterministic_type::ARG_COUNT:
117                           std::cerr << "Error in deterministic_key (ARG_COUNT) of 

procedure_method(), exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
118                           exit(1);
119                       default:
120                           std::cerr << "Error in deterministic_key (default) of 

procedure_method(), exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
121                           exit(1);
122                   }
123                   break;
124               case Facade::procedure::ARG_COUNT:
125                   std::cerr << "Error in procedure_key (ARG_COUNT) of procedure_method(), exiting 

now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
126                   exit(1);
127               default:
128                   std::cerr << "Error in procedure_key (default) of procedure_method(), exiting 

now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
129                   exit(1);
130           }
131       } // select_method()
132   
133       void assign_rect_open(Rect_Props_Map& rect_props_sets, Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs)
134       {
135           for (const auto& i : rect_ptrs)
136           { // get rectangles that are intended to be assigned open
137               for (auto& j : rect_props_sets)
138               { // for all stored rectangle pointers in the map
139                   if (i == j.first)
140                   { // find the stochastically chosen rectangle pointer and assign open



141                       j.second.m_face_type = face_type::OPEN;
142                   }
143               }
144           }
145       } // assign_rect_open()
146   
147       void stochastic_rectangle(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& settings)
148       {
149           std::vector<int> keys;
150   
151           for (unsigned int i = 0; i < rect_ptrs.size(); i++)
152   keys.push_back(i);
153   
154           randomize(keys, settings);
155   
156   for (const auto& keys_ite : keys)
157           { // remove the rectangle which ite corresponds with randomized key
158   rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), 

rect_ptrs[keys_ite]), rect_ptrs.end());
159           }
160       } // stochastic_rectangle()
161   
162       void stochastic_horizontal(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& settings)
163       {
164           Lay_Vec horizontal_layers = get_horizontal_layers(rect_ptrs); // stores horizontal 

layers from bottom to top
165   
166           std::vector<int> keys;
167   
168           for (unsigned int i = 0; i < horizontal_layers.size(); i++)
169   keys.push_back(i);
170   
171           randomize(keys, settings);
172   
173           for (const auto& keys_ite : keys)
174           { // remove the horizontal layers which ite corresponds with randomized key
175   for (const auto& h_ptr : horizontal_layers[keys_ite])
176   {   // for each rect_ptr in specific horizontal layer
177   rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), h_ptr), 

rect_ptrs.end());
178   }
179           }
180       } // stochastic_horizontal()
181   
182       void stochastic_vertical(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& settings)
183       {
184           Lay_Vec vertical_layers = get_vertical_layers(rect_ptrs); // stores vertical layers 

clockwise from North to South
185   
186           std::vector<int> keys;
187   
188           for (unsigned int i = 0; i < vertical_layers.size(); i++)
189   keys.push_back(i);
190   
191           randomize(keys, settings);
192   
193           for (const auto& keys_ite : keys)
194           { // remove the vertical layers which ite corresponds with randomized key
195   for (const auto& v_ptr : vertical_layers[keys_ite])
196   {   // for each rect_ptr in specific vertical layer
197   rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), v_ptr), 

rect_ptrs.end());
198   }
199           }
200       } // stochastic_vertical()
201   
202   void deterministic_horizontal(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& settings)
203       {
204   Lay_Vec horizontal_layers = get_horizontal_layers(rect_ptrs); // stores horizontal 

layers from bottom to top
205   
206   if (horizontal_layers.size() < settings.chain_total)
207   throw std::domain_error("Length of chain is smaller than number of horizontal 

layers, exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)");
208   
209   for (unsigned int h_lay = 0; h_lay < horizontal_layers.size(); h_lay++)
210   {   // for each horizontal layer from top bottom to top
211   int ite = h_lay % settings.chain.size(); // create iterator that can successively 



check chain
212   
213   if (settings.chain[ite] == 'c')
214   { // follow chain to determine if layer is supposed to be removed
215   for (const auto& h_ptr : horizontal_layers[h_lay])
216   {   // for each rect_ptr in specific horizontal layer
217   rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), h_ptr), 

rect_ptrs.end());
218   }
219   }
220   }
221       } // deterministic_horizontal()
222   
223       void deterministic_vertical(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& settings)
224       {
225   Lay_Vec vertical_layers = get_vertical_layers(rect_ptrs); // stores vertical layers 

clockwise from North to South
226   
227   if (vertical_layers.size() < settings.chain_total)
228   throw std::domain_error("Length of chain is smaller than number of vertical layers, 

exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)");
229   
230   for (unsigned int v_lay = 0; v_lay < vertical_layers.size(); v_lay++)
231   {   // for each vertical layers clockwise from North to South
232   int ite = v_lay % settings.chain.size(); // create iterator that can successively 

check chain
233   
234   if (settings.chain[ite] == 'c')
235   { // follow chain to determine if layer is supposed to be removed
236   for (const auto& v_ptr : vertical_layers[v_lay])
237   {   // for each rect_ptr in specific vertical layer
238   rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), v_ptr), 

rect_ptrs.end());
239   }
240   }
241   }
242       } // deterministic_vertical()
243   
244       void deterministic_diagonal(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, Facade::Settings& settings)
245       {
246           Lay_Vec horizontal_layers = get_horizontal_layers(rect_ptrs); // stores horizontal 

layers from bottom to top
247           Lay_Vec vertical_layers = get_vertical_layers(rect_ptrs); // stores vertical layers 

clockwise from North to South
248   
249   if (horizontal_layers.size() < settings.chain_total)
250   throw std::domain_error("Length of chain is smaller than number of horizontal 

layers, exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)");
251   if (vertical_layers.size() < settings.chain_total)
252   throw std::domain_error("Length of chain is smaller than number of vertical layers, 

exiting now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)");
253   
254   for (unsigned int h_lay = 0; h_lay < horizontal_layers.size(); h_lay++)
255   {   // for each horizontal layer from top bottom to top
256   for (unsigned int v_lay = 0; v_lay < vertical_layers.size(); v_lay++)
257   {   // for each vertical layers clockwise from North to South
258   int h_ite = h_lay % settings.chain.size(); // create iterator that can 

successively check horizontal chain
259   int v_ite = (h_ite + v_lay) % settings.chain.size(); // create iterator that 

can successively check vertical chain
260   
261   if (settings.chain[v_ite] == 'c')
262   {
263                       for (const auto& h_ptr : horizontal_layers[h_lay])
264                       {   // for each rect_ptr in specific horizontal layer
265                           for (const auto& v_ptr : vertical_layers[v_lay])
266                           {   // for each rect_ptr in specific horizontal layer
267                               if (h_ptr == v_ptr)
268                               {   // find corresponding rectangle by ptr, remove ptr from vector 

(so it remains closed)
269                                   rect_ptrs.erase(std::remove(rect_ptrs.begin(), rect_ptrs.end(), 

h_ptr), rect_ptrs.end());
270                               }
271                           }
272                       }
273                   }
274               }
275           }



276       } // deterministic_diagonal()
277   
278       Rect_Map get_collection(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, unsigned int coord)
279       {   // get collection of layers of rectangles;
280           // int defines the type of collection;
281           // 0 = North-South, 1 = East-West, 2 = Horizontal/elevation
282   
283           if (coord > 2)
284           {
285               std::cerr << "Error in get_collection() called axis does not exist, exiting now... 

(Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
286               exit(1);
287           }
288   
289           Rect_Map temp_collection_map;
290   
291           for (const auto& rect_ite : rect_ptrs)
292           {
293               int center = rect_ite->get_center_vertex_ptr()->get_coords()(coord);
294               int base = rect_ite->get_vertex_ptr(0)->get_coords()(coord);
295   
296               if (center != base)
297               { // excludes rectangles with a normal vector in other direction; only works for 

orthogonal cases
298                   auto temp_rect_ite = temp_collection_map.find(center);
299                   if (temp_rect_ite != temp_collection_map.end())
300                   { // find stored layer and add rect_ptr
301                       temp_rect_ite->second.push_back(rect_ite);
302                   }
303                   else
304                   { // if layer does not exist, make new one
305                       temp_collection_map.insert(std::pair<int, Rect_Ptrs>(center, {rect_ite})); 

// temp_collection_map[center] = {rect_ptrs[i]};
306                   }
307               }
308           }
309   
310           return temp_collection_map;
311       } // get_collection()
312   
313       Rect_Map get_layer_map(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs, unsigned int cardinal)
314       {   // get layers over the called cardinal direction;
315           // int defines the cardinal direction;
316           // 0 = North, 1 = East, 2 = South, 3 = West;
317   
318           if (cardinal > 3)
319           {
320               std::cerr << "Error in get_layer_map() called direction does not exist, exiting 

now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)" << std::endl;
321               exit(1);
322           }
323   
324           unsigned int coord = cardinal % 2; // use remainder to define which layer (0 = 

North-South, 1 = East-West) represents the cardinal direction
325           bool dir_check = (cardinal < 2); // use bool to define if rectangle with min or max 

coord is passed, which relates to South/North or West/East
326   
327           Rect_Map temp_vertical_map = get_collection(rect_ptrs, coord); // associating 

collection, either North-South or East-West
328           Rect_Map temp_horizontal_map = get_collection(rect_ptrs, 2); // collection of  

horizontal layers
329   
330           Rect_Map layer_map; // will store called cardinal direction
331   
332           for (const auto& layer_ite : temp_vertical_map)
333           { // get all layers in collection (over called cardinal axis)
334               for (const auto& elevation_ite : temp_horizontal_map)
335               { // get all elevations
336                   std::map<int, Spatial_Design::Geometry::Rectangle*> temp_layer_map; // 

temporarily stores rectangle pointers of two cardinal direction at specific intersection of 
vertical and horizontal layer

337   
338                   for (const auto& lay_ptr_ite : layer_ite.second)
339                   { // get all rectangle pointers in specific vertical layer
340                       for (const auto& ele_ptr_ite : elevation_ite.second)
341                       { // get all rectangle pointers in specific horizontal layer
342                           if (lay_ptr_ite == ele_ptr_ite)
343                           { // store matching rectangle pointers in temp_layer_map; inverted 



coord (relevant variable coordinate) is used as key
344                               int center = 

lay_ptr_ite->get_center_vertex_ptr()->get_coords()(!coord); // invert coord to get variable 
that defines position

345                               temp_layer_map.insert(std::pair<int, 
Spatial_Design::Geometry::Rectangle*>(center, {lay_ptr_ite}));

346                           }
347                       }
348                   }
349   
350                   for (unsigned int i = 0; i < temp_layer_map.size() /2; i++)
351                   { // temp_layer_map is occupied by an even number of rectangle pointers
352                       for (const auto& lay_ptr_ite : layer_ite.second)
353                       { // get all rectangle pointers in specific vertical layer
354                           if (lay_ptr_ite == std::next(temp_layer_map.begin(),(i * 2 + 

dir_check))->second)
355                           { // get rectangle pointers that relate to called cardinal direction 

according to dir_check
356                               auto temp_rect_ite = layer_map.find(layer_ite.first);
357                               if (temp_rect_ite != layer_map.end())
358                               { // find stored layer in layer_map and add rect_ptr
359                                   temp_rect_ite->second.push_back(lay_ptr_ite);
360                               }
361                               else
362                               { // if layer does not exist  in layer_map, make new one
363                                   layer_map.insert(std::pair<int, Rect_Ptrs>(layer_ite.first, 

{lay_ptr_ite})); // temp_layer_map[center] = {rect_ptrs[i]};
364                               }
365                           }
366                       }
367                   }
368               }
369           }
370   
371           return layer_map;
372       } // get_layer_map()
373   
374       Lay_Vec get_vertical_layers(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs)
375       {   // get combined vertical layers in vector (clockwise with regards to cardinal directions)
376           Lay_Vec vertical_layers; // stores vertical layers clockwise from North to South
377   
378           for (unsigned int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
379           { // (0 = North, 1 = East, 2 = South, 3 = West)
380               Rect_Map temp_layer_map = get_layer_map(rect_ptrs, i);
381   
382               if (i == 0 || i == 3)
383               { // add layers clockwise to the layer_vec
384                   for (auto j = temp_layer_map.begin(); j != temp_layer_map.end(); ++j)
385                   {
386                       vertical_layers.push_back(j->second);
387                   }
388               }
389               else
390               { // reverse if keys of layer_map are stored counterclockwise (East- and South-side)
391                   for (auto j = temp_layer_map.rbegin(); j != temp_layer_map.rend(); ++j)
392                   {
393                       vertical_layers.push_back(j->second);
394                   }
395               }
396   
397           }
398   
399           return vertical_layers;
400       } //get_vertical_layers
401   
402       Lay_Vec get_horizontal_layers(Rect_Ptrs& rect_ptrs)
403       {   // get horizontal layers in vector
404           Lay_Vec horizontal_layers; // stores horizontal layers from bottom to top ( layer with 

z_min at horizontal_layers[0] )
405   
406           Rect_Map horizontal_map = get_collection(rect_ptrs, 2); // stores pointers by elevation
407   
408           for (const auto& map_ite : horizontal_map)
409           {
410               horizontal_layers.push_back(map_ite.second);
411           }
412   
413           return horizontal_layers;



414       } //get_horizontal_layers
415   
416       void randomize(std::vector<int>& keys, Facade::Settings& settings)
417       { // shuffles vector of indexes and reduces its length
418           unsigned int closed_keys = round(keys.size() * (1 - settings.open_rat));
419   
420   if (closed_keys <= 0 || closed_keys >= keys.size())
421   throw std::domain_error("Rounding off number of closed keys went wrong, exiting 

now... (Facade_Procedure.hpp)");
422   
423           if (settings.open_rat < 0.5)
424           { // general shuffle
425               std::shuffle(keys.begin(), keys.end(), settings.rng); // shuffle the elements 

stochastically
426   
427               do
428               { // remove the last element from the vector until its size equals the intended 

number of elements
429                   keys.pop_back();
430               } while (keys.size() != closed_keys);
431           }
432           else
433           { // Fisher-Yates shuffle
434               std::vector<int> temp_keys;
435   
436               for (unsigned int i = 0; i < closed_keys; i++)
437               { // untill the intended number of elements is found
438                   unsigned int r; // will contain a (unique) random number
439                   do
440                   {
441                       std::uniform_int_distribution<> distribution(0, keys.size()-1);
442                       r = distribution(settings.rng);
443                   } while (std::find(temp_keys.begin(), temp_keys.end(), keys[r]) != 

temp_keys.end()); // continue seeding a random pointer until a new random pointer is found
444                   temp_keys.push_back(keys[r]); // if the stochastically selected pointer is 

unique put it in the black list
445               }
446   
447               keys = temp_keys; // replace the vector of elements
448           }
449       } // randomize()
450   
451   } // namespace Facade
452   } // namespace Grammar
453   } // namespace BSO
454   #endif // FACADE_PROCEDURE
455   



1   #ifndef FACADE_SETTINGS_HPP
2   #define FACADE_SETTINGS_HPP
3   
4   #include <iostream>
5   #include <random>
6   
7   namespace BSO { namespace Grammar { namespace Facade {
8   
9       enum class candidates{FACADE, ALL, ARG_COUNT}; // Whether surface openings should be 

generated only at the facade or thorough the complete building
10   
11   enum class method{REASSIGNMENT, INHERITANCE, ARG_COUNT};
12   
13       enum class procedure{STOCHASTIC, DETERMINISTIC, ARG_COUNT, ALL_OPEN, ALL_CLOSED}; // 

Whether surface openings should be generated randomly or by grammar
14   
15       enum class stochastic_type{HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, RECTANGLE, ARG_COUNT}; // which type of 

stochastic approach should be used
16   
17       enum class deterministic_type{HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, DIAGONAL, ARG_COUNT}; // which type of 

deterministic approach should be used
18   
19   struct Settings
20       {
21   candidates candidates_key;
22   method method_key;
23           procedure procedure_key;
24           stochastic_type stochastic_key;
25           deterministic_type deterministic_key;
26   
27           double open_rat; // Ratio of horizontal verticals that ought to be assigned open (for 

stochastic approaches)
28   std::default_random_engine rng; // Uniformly-distributed random integer (for stochastic 

patterns)
29   std::string chain;
30   unsigned int open_lay; // Number of open layers in chain (for deterministic approaches)
31   unsigned int first_lay; // First open layer in chain (for deterministic approaches)
32   unsigned int chain_total; // Number of layers in chain (for deterministic approaches)
33   
34           Settings() // default settings
35           {
36               candidates_key = candidates::FACADE;
37   method_key = method::REASSIGNMENT;
38               procedure_key = procedure::ALL_CLOSED;
39   
40               open_rat = 0.5;
41   open_lay = 1;
42   first_lay = 0;
43   chain_total = 2;
44   chain = "";
45           }
46   
47   void get_chain()
48   {
49   if (first_lay < 0 || first_lay >= chain_total)
50   throw std::domain_error("Error in get_chain(). First layer is not part of the 

total chain (Facade_Procedure.hpp), exiting now...");
51   
52   int last_open_pos = (open_lay + first_lay);
53   int chain_extension = last_open_pos - chain_total - 1;
54   
55   for (unsigned int ite = 0; ite < chain_total; ite++)
56   {
57   if (chain_extension >= 0)
58   {
59   if (chain_extension >= ite || ite >= first_lay)
60   {
61   chain.append("o");
62   }
63   else
64   {
65   chain.append("c");
66   }
67   }
68   else
69   {
70   if (ite >= first_lay && ite < last_open_pos)
71   {



72   chain.append("o");
73   }
74   else
75   {
76   chain.append("c");
77   }
78   }
79   }
80   }
81       };
82   
83   } // namespace Facade
84   } // namespace Grammar
85   } // namespace BSO
86   #endif // FACADE_SETTINGS
87   


